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EXPLANATORY MB..'MORANDUM 
I. :General 
1. The procedure for the Community type appr0val of motor vehicles and 
their trailers, covered by the Council Directive of 6 February 1970(l)' 
aiso includes the ·: ldndowwiper~ the windowwasher and the 
defrcFrter. These components, which together form the demisting system, 
are i~tended to guarantee good visibility to the driver in bad weather. 
The field of vision that a vehicle must provide for the driver_ by means 
of its external and internal shapes and fittings has already been 
covered by a proposal for a Directive (2 ). The field of vision that 
a rear-view mirror must provide for the driver has been covered by 
Co1mcil Directive 71/127/EEC of 1 March 1971( 3). That Dir~ctive_is 
currently being studied by the Committee on Motor Vehicles with a view 
to adapting it to the technical progress achieved in the meantime. 
vli th these two new Directives an important step will be taken towarfl.s 
greater driving safety. 
2. On 5 August 1968(4) the Commission addressed to the Council a proposal 
on, inter alia, ·;:. wind0tt1Wipers and ·:~. W:Lndiwwashers. The Council 
felt _ .that ._it was inappropriate :to ~xa.mine these requirements .before the 
adoption of the Directive on type approval since this Directive insti-
·t;.- . • ~ • • ~ 
tuted the administrative ~rocedure for the various directives of a 
technical nature. In the meantime, other international organizations 
have begun work on harmonization in this field. Desiring the harmoniza-
tion of the technical requirements to extend in scope beyond the frontiers 
of the Eurppean Communities, so that Co!!lr.lunity motor ·manufacturers are not 
obliged t·o 'su.bstaxitia.lly modify vehic}.e~ intende_d for' sale i_n. non-member 
countries, the Commission thought it reasonable that the Council should 
not begin to examine its proposal until the international work on the 
subject had reached a certain stage of maturity. After difficult and 
laborious discussions, this work finally resulted in draft regulations 
on which these proposals are based. 
(1) OJ N° L 42, 23 February 1970~ 
(3) OJ N° L 68, 22 March 1971. 
(2) COU (75)619 of 28 November 1975· 
(4) OJ N° C 125 of 28 November 1968. 
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The initial rejrafting of the proposal for a nirective of July 1968 
was so e:x:tensi ve that the CoiP.mission felt it worthwhile to put 
forward a new proposal for a directive. 
I' 
'. 
Its scope is restricted to motor vehicle's falling within_ c~tegory I~ 
(private motor vehicles), intended for use on t~e road, having at lea~t 
four'wheels and a maximum design speed in excess of 25 km/h (Article 1). 
Article 2 incorporates in the EEC 'procedure for type approval the requirements 
·' . 
relating to the winnow--wiper, the window-WO.t3her 9 the defroster ann 
: 
the demisting system. 
., 
Sfnce at the moment some ~ew l<iember states C'.o not operate their own 
type approval procedure it is necessary to lay down provisions enabling 
.. vehicles c;~plying with the requirem~:s of the Directive (;~icle 3) (l) 
to be used in those Mer.iber States. 
Where the prototype has been modified, the ].1ember states which has carried 
out type approval must be able to assess whether new tests should be 
carried-out (ltrticle 4). 
. . ' 
Article 5 lays down the proced:ure for adapting the requirements set out in 
~he annexes to technical progress. This procedure i~ set out in Article 13 
• t ' ' .. • 
of the Council Directive of 6 February 1970 on the type appro.val of motor 
vehicles ~nd of their trailers. 
(1) OJ N° L 73 of 27 l~rch 1972 '~ocuments concerning the· accession to the 
EUX;opean Communitiefl of the Kingdom of Denm~k,. Ireland, the Up.ited 
Kingdom and Northern Ireland.". · ' 
Act concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments to the 
Treaties - Annex I, Tit1e X~ 
.. 
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Article 6 provides for two deadlines : before expiry of the first 
deadline the Member states have to adopt and publish the measures 
necessary in order to comply with the Directive. The second deadline 
determines the date on whicl1 all of the Member States must simultaneously 
implement the common rules (Article 6, (1)). 
Finally, the Commission must be informed, ~~thin reasonable time, of 
any draft provision drawn up by the Member States in the field covered 
by the Directive, since such information will enable the Commission to 
prepare any comments on the draft considered necessary (Article 6, (2)). 
COOSULTATION OF THE EUROPEJIN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE ECONOOC AND SOCIAL CCl.[MIT'I'EE 
The opinion of both the8e bodies is required as laid dmm in the provisions of 
Artiol$ {,00, (2). 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particulal' Article lOO thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Conu11ission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliamenti 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee; 
Whereas the technical requirements whic~ motor vehicles must satiAf.y 
pursuant to national law relate, inter alia, to the window -wipers and 
-washers of motor vehicles; 
Whereas these requirements differ from on a Member State to anether; 
whereas it is therefore necessary that all Member States adopt the 
same requirements either in ad0.ition to or in place of their existine 
regulation~ in order, in particular, to allow the EEC type-approval 
procedure, which ~~s the subject of Council Directive n° 70/156/EBC 
of 6 February 1970 on the approY.imation of laws of the Membe.r States 
relating to the type-approval of motor vehicles and their trailers(l), 
to be applie~ in respect of each type of vehiclei 
Whereas it is appropriate to utilize basically certain technical 
requirements adopted by the UN Economic Commission for Europe in its 
Regulation N° • • • {2~ which is annexed to the Agreement of 20 I1larch 1958 
concerning the adoption of uniform crr~ditions of approval and reciprocal 
recognition of approval for motor vehicle equipment and parts; 
rrr-or-N° L 42, 23.2.1970, P• 1. 
(2) linE Jocument from Genova ••• 
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t~ereas these requirements apply to motor vehicles of categ1ry M1 
(the international classification of motor vehicles is given in the 
aboVe mentio11.ed Counc-il Directive· 70/156/EEC of 6 February 1970).; 
Whereas approximation of the national laws relating to motor vehicles involves 
the mutual recognition by Member States of the tests carried out by 
each of them on the basis of the common requirements, and whereas, for such a 
system to function successful1y, these requirements must be applied 
by all Member States with effect frem the same date. 
HAS ADOPrED THIS DIRECTIVE : 
- ?; -
, I..., 
,' \ .... l.... 
Article l 
For the purposes of this Dj_rective, "vehicle" means any motor vehicle of class 
111 (as defined in Annex I of Council Directive No .70/156/EEC of 
6 February 1970) designed for use on the road, having at least four wheels 
and a m&~i~~m design speed exceeding 25 kmjh. 
A-r-ticle 2 
-
No Member State may refuse to grant EEC type-approval or national type-
approval of a V·shicle on grounds relating to the t.tir.Hitnr-wi pcr.-~d· · ~ 
..:J6.'8h~r aystec:~; itt'hey s'itisfy the ~equitenH.hlti l;l.id do~n 
II, III, IV and V hereto. 
No Member State may refuse the registration or may prohibit the sale, entry 
into ser·vice or use of aiJY vehicle on grounds relating to the ·~"Kcf6w.,;~~:r 
'a'hd ' ...... w~ nst:e~:as-.. if thl'ly' gatisfV' tho r.e:auire.mentf;"Uk"tl:t :It.owia:~C'. G...:r,-:J 
in Annexes I, II, III, IV and V hereto. 
The Member State which has granted type--approval shall take the ne:cessary 
measures to ensure tha.t it is informed of any modific~tion of a part or 
characteristic referred to in item 2.2. of Annex I. The competent auth~rities 
of that State shall d.e·cermine whether fresh tests whould be carried out on 
the modified vehicle type and a fresh report drawn up. Where such tes~s revc~l 
a failure to comp~ with the requirements of this Directive, the modification 
shall not be approved. 
The amendments necess~~ to adapt the _pr;yisions. of Annexes I, II, III, I\T, 
V and VI to take account of technical progress shall be adopted in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Council Directive No.70/156/EEC 
~ .... 
of 6 February 1970. 
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Article 6 
1. Member States shall adopt and pubHsh ·~:Jlrt, t.J.anll'al'-J!.- :1..978 the provisions 
,' 
necessary to .. compiy with this Directive- and shall forthwith inform the ~. .. 
Commission thereof. T!:ey shall apply 
lst J~nuary l90Co 
the~e provisions Wl~h effect from 
2. After notification of this Directive, Member States shall take steps to 
inform the Commission, in 8uffioient time for it to submit its comments, of any 
draft laws, regulation~ or administrative provisions which ther intend to 
' .. . .. ' 
adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
This Directive js addressed to the Member States. 
,., 
-c;-, 
Soope, definitione, application fc~ EEC tT;a-ap~~oval, 
~JC type-approval, specific requirements, tent prooed~~ee (*). 
Procedure for determining the "H" point and the actual seat-back 
angle and for verifying their relationship to the•~'~oint and 
the design seat-back angle ( :~) • 
.Annex III: Method for determining the dimensional relationship betweelc the 
...... ...-...c' ........ 
vehicle's primary reference marks and the tru~ee-dimensional 
reference system (*). 
Annex IV: Prccedure for determi~ing vision areas on winrlscrecns ~n vohicles ~f 
---
·r.tass r1 1 in rclati"'n tn the "V.., 'p,.,.ints (*). 
&mex !1. Test--mixture specification for windscr·een-·wiper-system and 
~·Tindscreen-washer-system ca.pabili ty test ( *). 
~ fun1ex to the EEC vehicle type-approval certi:icate with regard 
to the winc~screen-wiper and vrindscreen··lrasher systems. 
- p ( *) The tt=:Ql:m-cal re~iirements of thi..s Annex are basically sirrd.lc.r to teat 
.of UN Economic Commission. fo!' Europe Regulation No •••••• , .in partic-...llar 
the subo-odi visions of the sections are the sa:f.IA. Where an i tern of Regulation 
••••••••• has no corresponding item in this Annex, the number is shown in 
brackets .for 1he record. 
... 
- -P-
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ANNEX I 
SCOPE,DJf.!P'UtrriONS,APPLICATION FOR. EEC TYPE-A?PRPVAL, EEC TYPE-APPROV...'tL, 
SPECIFIC REQUIREl\'IENTS, TEST PROCEDURES 
l. 
1.1. 
• -f 
1.1.1. 
1.2. 
.' . 
SCOPE · 
0 T.hi~ Directive applies to the 180 forward field of vi~w of the drivers 
of vehicles ·or cla~s ~· 
It is designed to ensure good visibili~y under adverse weather condi-
tions by specifying the requirGmcnts for the wi.ndscreen-~v'iper and 
windscreen-washer systems of vehlcles of class MI· 
.,. .. .. .. 
The reCprirements of this Directive are ·so worded as to apply to 'vo~1icles 
of class I\ in which the drive:r 's scat is on the left. In vehicles of 
class 14, hav:wg the driver's se~t ')!1 the right, these requirements .shall 
be applied mut3.tis mutandis by i.."'lverting the criteria 'pre~~ribed for .. 
lateral vision. 
2 • DEFINITIONS 
For the purpose of this Directive 
(2.1.) 
2.2. "Ve~cle :type as regards its wfudscree~·-riwr---o.Ud ~AAr 
systemd' mcMs motor vehicles which do not differ fHm one 
2.2.1. 
,·, 
another with respect to the following essential features : 
external and internal shape and arrangements within the area 
in item 1. which may affect visibility; 
the shape and dillension ef the wiDd•otoeen and its mounting; 
specified 
2.2.3. the characteristics of the windscreen-wiper and windscreen-washer systems; 
· . 2.3. !11:£ee-d:Ya~lJ~Jonal ref~:re~ s~Ji~ means a reference system consisting 
of a vertical longitudinal plane X-Z, a horizontal plane X-Y and a vertical 
transverse plane~ Y-Z (see annex III, figure 2) and used to determine the 
relative distances between the positions prescribed for ~ints on the 
' -V wj,l • • fl • 
·planes and their real positions on the ve~ele. The method of situating 
the vehicle r_elative to the three planes··is shown. in annex' rn, all 
eo-ordinates referred to ground zero shall be calculated for a vehicle 11 
in running· erder ( *) with ene front-file at passenger, having a mass 'Of 
75 kg; .'' 
-------------
(*) As defined in Item 2.6. ,..f Anne,.x I tn Directive 70/156/EEC. ... ; ... 
.. 
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2.4. ~primary refe:r:,~se marE" means holes, surfaces, marks a.n.d identifica-
tion signs on the vehicle body. The type of- reference mark· used, the 
position· of- each mark by the X, Y and Z co-ordinates of the three-
dimensional reference system 1 and its distance from an imaginary plane 
representing the ground, shall be specified by the manufacturer. The 
marks may be those used for assembling the body; 
2.5. "seat-back an«le" (see annex II); 
2.6. "~<2,1;ual se~-back angle" (see annex H)i 
2. 7. ~.desj.m seat-back angle" (8ee an..11ex II) i 
2.8._ n 'V' points" means poi.nts whose position in the passenger compartment 
is determined by vertical longitudinal planes passing through the centres 
of the outermost designated seating positions on the front seat and in 
relation to the ''R" point anrl the c1esign angle of the seat back, which 
points are used for verifying compliance with the field-of-vie1t require-
ments (see annex IV); · . 
' . 
2. 9. " 'R' point 11 or "seating reference point" (see annex II); 
2.10. " 'H' point" (see annex II); 
2.11. "windscreen .£_atum points" means points s.ituated at the intersection with 
the windscreen of lines radiating forwarcl from the ''V" points to the 
outer surface of the wincscreen; 
2.12. "transparent area" means that area of a vehicle windscreen whose light 
transmittance, measured at right angles to the surface, is not less than 
70 per cent; 
2.13. "horizontal seat-adjustment range" means the rang~ designated by the 
.: manufacturer for the adjustment or' the driver's seat in the direct ion 
of· the X axis (see item ·2-3. abov;e); · · · 
2.14. "extended seat-adjus~ment range" means the range designated by the 
manufacture-r for the adjustment of the seat in- the. direction .o.f the 
x axis (see item 2-3.) beyond the ·.ra.n.ge of no~al driving po.eitions 
specified in item 2 .13. anr1. used for converting seats 'into beds or 
facilitating entry into the vehicle; 
2.15. ".windscreen-wiper s;rstei!l11- means the system consisting, ~of. a device for 
wiping t~e outer fa,ce of the wind.screen, toge_ther .with the .. accessories 
and co.ptrols_nec~~sary !or startingcan~ stopping_~he ~evice; 
2.16. 
2.17. 
2.18. 
2.19. 
.2.20. 
.2.21. 
-8 
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''windss_reen-:-wiE!t..!W..~ means that area. of the outer face of a. 
wet windscreen that is swept by the windscreen wiper; 
~.i~4,..8.£:2.2.;a=~B.sher syst~ means. the ~ystem consisting of'.'a device· 
for storing a fluid ~~d applying it to the glazed outer face of the 
windscreen, together with the controls necessary for start;.ng and 
stopping the device; 
11Ninc1.screen-\'rasher control" means a device or accessory for sta,rting ~~ ... ~~ • +n .,.·;,.;;;,;;...,;;;;.;.;;;;;,;,.;,.;;.,;;~ 
and stopping the windscreen-washer system. Starting and stopping may 
by co·..ordJ.nP,ted with the operation of the windscreen-1..riper or be 
totally ind.E:.t-sndent thereof; 
~!~~~~r ~u~ moans a device for transferr~ng the ~~nd-
. screer·-vlasher fluid from the re!'>ervo.ir -eo the gla.zed f:rurfaee of the 
winrlscreen; 
:,. ! 
"nozzlo" means a d.evice a.djustnble as to orientation and ser-ving to 
~.,., .... 
direct the windscreen-washer fluid on to the windscreen; 
=~~f.?J~~~ of .P.J?l~£:'een~~i n;stel!l;~ means the ~.bili ty ·of e • 
windscreen-washer system to apply fluid to the tn:rget ~e~_·af t~~· 
windscreen without leaka~e or disconnexion of a tube of the washer 
system occurring when the. system is used normally;· 
3. APPI,ICATION ?OR EEC TY?E-APPROV ilL 
3 .1. The ~pplice.iiion for EEC type..;...1.pprov~;tl of. a· vehicle ~YP~ with. ·l'~ga.rd" 
to ·its windscreen~#iper and windscreen~asher.systems s~all be sub-
mitted by the vehicle manufacturer or by his agent. 
3.2. It shall be .accompanied by the following doc·Uments. in triplicate, 
· ~d by the following particule~s: 
3.2.1. a description of the vehicle referring to the oriteria mentioned in 
item 2.2 • .- together .'w'ith dimensi~ dr~ings and eit}fer. a, 
' ' photogr<'-ph or an exploded· view of the passenger compartment. The 
numbe~s and/or symbol~ identif'T{ng the .vehiole type ·shall be specified; 
.. 
3.2.2. 
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particular~ of the primary reference marks in sufficient detail for 
easy identification and verification of the position of eaoh in 
relation to the others and to the "R" po.int; 
a techni.cal description of the uindscreen-wiper and uindscreen-washer 
systerns together with data in sufficient detail. 
A vehicle representative of the vehi·:)le type to be type-approved sho.ll 
be submitted to the technical f::ervice conducting the type-approval tests. 
EEC TYPE-~PPROVAL 
4.3. A form conforming to the model in :~ex VI shall be attached to the 
EEC type-approval certificate. 
,.· 
. ' . 
5. SPECIFIC REQUIR~~S 
5.1.1. Every vehicle shall be equippr::d with at least one automatic windscreen-
wiper system, i.e. a system which l'rhcn the vehicle's engine is rnn:'ling 
is able to function wi t'10ut any action by the driver other than that 
needed for starting and stopping the windscreen wiper. 
The windscreen-wiper field shn~l cover not less than 80 per cent of 
vi~ion -.~ea "B" as defined in e..nnex DJ, item 2. 3. 
5.1.2.1. In addition, the windscroon-wiper field shall cover not less than 
98 per cent of vision area "A" as defined in annex IV, item 2.2 • 
5.1.3. Tr..e l'rindscreen-wiper shall have at least two sweep frequenciess 
5.1.3.1. one of not less than 45 cycles/minute, and 
5.]f.3.2. one of not less than 10 and not more then 55 cycles/minute. 
5.1.6. 
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The· 'differ'ence between the highest and. a.t l~ast one of the .lQw~r sweep 
frequencies sh~ll be ·at least 15 cycl6~/~nute. 
. ' . 
. ; ' ,' .,._ 
The sweep frequencies prescribed in item 5.1.3. sha-ll be achieved 
as indicated in items 6.1.1. to 6.1.6 .• , 6.1.8. nno. 6.1.9 • 
.. 
Intermittent-operation windscreen~;iper systems may be used, provided 
that one cf the frequencies compl~ea with the requirements of it$m 
5.1.3.1. · .~ ,, ... a.nd that one of the other frequencies obtained when 
the l}lail'l .. frequency is interrupted l.s 'uot less th~ 10 cycles/minute. 
The windscreen-wiper-system control shall en2.ble the blades to return 
au·tomatically to their position of rest. 
The sys~Jm shall vTithstand stalling for 15 seconis. The test procedure 
and conditions are prescribed in item 6.1.7. 
. . 
The windscreen-wiper field shall meet the mini~~ requirements of 
i tern 5 .1. 2. v-rhen the t-:ipers are tested P.t a sweep frequency conforming 
to the provisions of item 5.1.3.2. in the conditions prescribed .i~ 
it em 6 • 1.10 • 
The ~.erodynamic effects asf.:lociated vrith the vdndscreen's size and 
shape, and the efficiency of t~e windscreen~~iper system, shall be 
determined in the following conditions: 
when the windscreen-wiper systems are subjected to a relative air 
ep')Eld equal to 80 per cent of the vehicle's maximum speed but."not .. : 
exceeo.ing 160 km/h, they shall when operc:.ting !l:t nw.ximum frequency 
continue to Rweep a field meeting the . .Sarn~ · ei·riC:!e.ncy .r·eq~ire.meiits 
as in item 5olo2,1o . 
The wiper-arm mounting shall allo1r1 for removal of th~ wiper arm froi)l 
the windscreen for manual cleal1ing of the latter, 
The windscreen-4-Tiper system shall be capable of operating for tt-~o 
minutes on a dry windscreen with the outside t~mperat~e at -18° + 3°C 
. k. 
and the control set at maximum frequency. For the purpose of verif.ying 
compliance ui th t.his requireme.nt; the temperature shall be reduced from 
ambiPnt level to -18° + 3°C in a minimum of four ho~. No requirement 
-· - ' ... 
is laid cl..own regarding the fiold swept. 
.. 
.. 
5.2.1. 
6. 
6.1. 
6.1.1. 
6.1.2. 
6.1.3. 
6.1.4. 
- ll -
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Every vehicle shall be fitted with a windscreen-washer system. It 
shall be capable of withstanding loD.ds induced when the nozzles are 
plugg~d and t.he system. is actuated in accordance with the proc~dure 
prescribed in iteos 6.2.1. and 6.2.2. 
The performance of the windscreen--washer and windscreen~~1iper systems 
shall not be adverse~ affected by exposure to temperature cycles as 
detci1e4 in items 6.2.3. and 6.2.4. 
The windscreen-washer system shall be capable of delivering sufficient 
fluic<_ to clear 60 per cent of the c-..rea defined in item 5.1.2.1. within 
10 cycles of the windscreen-uiper system operating e.utomatically at a 
frequency of not less then 45 cycles/minute. 
The capacity of the fluid resc:;voir shdl be not less than 1 litre. 
TEST PROCEDURES 
The tests described below shall be performed under the following 
conditions: 
the ambient temperature shall be not less than 10°C and not more 
0 th~m 40 c; 
the '"indscreen shall be kept constantly wet; . 
in the cnse of an electric windscreen-wiper system the .electripal 
state sl1all be as folJ.ows: 
6.1.4.1. the battery shall be fully clmrged~ 
6 .. 1.4!2. the eng--ine shall be running e,t; 30 p~r cer..t of the speed at which it 
develops maximum power; 
6.l.4.3. the pc.ssing lights shall' be switched on; 
6.l.4.4; · heating rm.O./or ventilation systems, if provided, sh<ill be operating 
at me~imum electrical consumption; and 
6.1.4.5· -o.efros•t-ing and· de.niisiiTlg sy·st"ems; 1{'provfd.od~ shall oe operc-rting at 
-mazimun_e~ec~rical :consumpt~on. 
Cor:pressed-air-operated or vaccum-operated vrind.screen-wiper systems 
shall be able to operate continuously at the prescribed svreep frequencies 
whatever the engine speed or engine loa.d. 
6.1.7. 
6.1.8. 
- J~ ... 
..'!.nni3X I - P•7 
The sweep frequencies of windscreen~~iper systems shall comply with 
the re~~ireMcnts of item 5.1.3. ~er a preliminary operating time· 
of 20 minutes on a vret surface. 
The requirew.onts of item 5.1. 7. shall be: s~.tisfied N·ith :the wiper 
arms restrained in their vertical position for a perio~ of 15 seconds 
a.m~ the ~'lindscreen-tvi·per-sys-t em control .aet at· the m~:imum 8Weep 
frGC[tl8l1Cy • 
The oute1' face of the windscreen shnll be thoroughly de~eased by 
moans of mGthylntod spirit or a.'1 equivalor ..t deg-reasing ,1',1,gcnt. After 
drying, n solution of CJ.Inr.lonia of not less than 3 per cent and not 
mor.; tl-..an 10 per cent shall be applied. The surfe,co sh~.ll be allovmd 
to cl.:r.f a.cain and then wipad with a dry cot~o:n cloth. 
6.1.9. A coc.ting of test mixture ~s specified in annex V shall be applied 
uniforraly to the glazed outer surface of the windscreen and allowed 
to dry. 
6.1.10. For the purpose of measLU.'ing the field of the windscrercm-tviper systam, 
prescrib0.d in items 5.1.2. and 5.1.2.1., the outer face of the wind-
screen shcll be tret:.ted as indict:.ted in items 6.1.8. and 6.1.9. above. 
' . . 
6 .1.10.1. A trace of the windscreen-wiper field shall be made and compared with 
a. trace of the vision areas specified in items 5.1.2. and 5.1.2.1. 
6.2.1. 
6.2.1.1. 
6.2.1.2. 
in crrdcr to verify that the roq:uirencnts are r:et. 
TeBt conditions 
~~-........-. ............. ~-~ 
The winclsoreen-t..,rashor system shall be filled and primed with water and 
placed iYJ. 0.1:1 CI!IDient tem:peratur3 of 20° :!;. 2°C. ~'1.11 the nozzles shall -
be plueged and the ~tindsc:.::oen--tvashcr control actuated ~ix t·i.mes ·:tn 
·L()ltJ.~~ntfiill~.S~ae-h t.:i.'me" fo:r'·at :te.a.s.t, ·th·tee:.-'5~6mis~ I:t .t'fta···-sis·t'em is 
•· 
powered by tk.: m~.:..scula.r energy of the driver, th·c :f'or0e· applied 
shall be that 5hnwn in the fnllnwin~ table : 
'l'YPe o! pump 
hand 
foct 
-
Force to be ap~li8d 
~n to 13 .') · daN 
40 to 44·5 daN 
For electric pumps the supply situ~tion shall be that specified in 
item 6.1.4. 
.. 
6.2.2. 
6.2.3. 
6.2.3.2. 
.. _ J} .. _ 
Test JITo. 2 
._.....,.,.., .............. 
The tiindscreen-washer system shall be fHled and. :·:.Uy primed with 
we,ter and the temperatu.re shall then be rednced -'-:-:: -18° C + 3° C nnd 
. -
held at thn~ level for a illinh.n.un of four hours. The vlindscreen-t-rasher 
control shall be ::l,ctu?,ted s~x times- in ·.Qne min.14te., each_ time .for at 
:.1:-eulf!:~ntlir<.~c seao·ncta-. :he f::.:::'ce prtJscribed in itew 6.2.1. <l.b6 v.e 
WinJ, applied. The ;.4UJbient temncra.ture s"''tll th·- b · , 
• 1 . _ . -" - "~"' ·:o~.l e lnc::-ec.tsea. 
<.ir'-i.du ..... ~lly tp 20°C + 2°C until the ice h-:1.s , t ~ 
, .. .,. comp .. e eJ.y tbo.we:!., 
The p~rfcrmance of the system shall still be as prescribed in it~~ 
T~it }.o_._.3. (Low-temperature e:;:posure test) 
The windscreen~-washer system shall be filled and fully primed wHh 
water and the temperature shnll t_hen be reduced to -18°C ± 3°C in a 
~inirnun of four hours; the total mE.ss of the water in the washer 
syster.1 shall be frozen. The crubient temperature shall "Cl1en be in-
crec..secl gradually to 20° C + 2°C until the ice hn.s coupletely tha>'led. 
~nis freeze/thaw cycle shall be repeated six times. The performance 
of the >vindsc:ceen-w::wher s;y-s·~oo shall then be verified. 
~ne winclscreon-washer system sh. .. "'..ll be filled ;md f1.1.lly prir11ed with 
a low-tenperature windscreen-was~er fluid consisting of ~ 50 % solu-
tion of Bethanol or c:.ltGl"lln.tivol:y· isopropyl alcohol, in ~-rat er of c:. 
hardness not gre1:1ter than 2-05g/1000 leg. 
6.2.3.2.1. The tenperature shall be reduced to -18°C ±. ~°C ciD.til the windscreen-
Nasher system has stabilized at this teraperatur8. 'J.lhe performance 
of the l-Jindscreen···vJasher system shall be verified by actuating it 
as presc::cibed in item 6.2.:!.. 
~1:9.• .. .4. (High-tempernture exposure test) 
Tho tvindscreen-vmsher system shall be filled and fully primed with 
\-""'.ter o.nd the C'\PJ.bi.ent temperature shall then be grc.duaJ.:i.y increased 
to 80 ° C + 3 ° C a.'1<i held at that lcm~l for eight hours 1 then r;radually 
reduced to 20°C + 2°C. When the ter.1porr.ture has stabilized, the pe~:--
- . 
forme.nce o-! the v;indscreen-washer system shall be verified -;.;:,: 
actuating it as prescribed in ite:-J 6.2.1. 
If p.;".rt of the r.vindscreen·--wnsher system is situated in the engine 
compartment, the system shall be filled and fully primed with water 
and the tempera~·w·e ~n the engine compartnent shall then be grruiu.'1lly 
increaseC: to 80 ±. 3 C. The performo.nce of the lvir..dscreen-washer Bysten 
shall be verified by ~ctuating it as prescribed in iten 6.2.1. 
6.2.4.3: ~~ If no part of the windscreen~vasher system is situ~ted in the engine 
conpartmcnt, the system shall be filled o.nd fully primed with water 
an~ the 38bient te@perature shall then be gradually increased to 
0 
· 60° + 3 C. The performn.nce of the i'lindscreen-~msher system shall be 
~erifiod by actuating it as prescribed in item 6.2.1 •• 
- Jlt-
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6.2.5. !,~s.;t.]io • ...J. (Windscreen-washer-system capability test prescribed in 
iteo 5.2.3.) 
6.2.5nlo The.windscroen-wnsher system shnll be filled and fully primed with 
t<~ater. The l-<asher nozzle or nozzles shall be adjusted 1.mder static 
conditions towards th~ tar~t area of the glazed outer face of the 
windscreen and e.ctuated.o.s. pr~scribed in item 6.2.1. 
,'. :.. ' i· 
6,2.5.2. The outer face of the windscreen shall be treated as prescribed in 
items 6,1.8 .. t'lnd 6.1.9. j' ~ 
6.2.5.3. The windscreen-washer syst<.-lm shall then be continuous~y activated 
for 10 cycles of the windscreen-l'tiper system ·in an n'l:.rtona.tic r>ode 
(8.) 
(9.) 
(10.) 
(11.) 
(12.) 
at ma.::diirulll frequency and _the proportion of the vision area pres0ribed 
in item 2.2. of annex IV that is cleared of the test' mixture shall 
then be measured. 
.~.umex "'ir - p.l 
ANNEX II 
. . ·-
PROCEDURE FOR D:m"EEDUNING THE ";!" POTh"T AND THE ACTUAL SEAT-BACK ANGLE .AND FOR 
VERIFYING THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE "R'' POINT .llND THE DESimr S:&'1.T-l3ACK ANGLE ( *) 
1. DEFINITICNS 
1.1. . The "H'' point t vlhich indicates the position of c seated. occupa.llt in 
the p~ssenger ooopartm~1t, is the trace, in a longitudinal vertical 
plane, of the theoretical axis of rotction between the legs and the 
torso of a huiJ.an body represented b~r the manikin described in item 3. 
1.2. The nR" point or "seating reference point" is the reference point 
13pecified by the manufacturer which 
1.2.1. has co-ordin~tes determined in relation to the vehicle structure; 
1.2.2. corresponds to the theoretical position of the point of torso/legs 
rotation( 11H11 point) for the lowest and most rear\vm'd normal driving 
position or position of use given to each seat provided by the vehicle 
nanufacturer. 
1.3. "Seat-bac~c angle" means the inclination of the seat back in relatj on 
to the vertical. 
1.4• "Actuo.l seat-back angle" oea.ns the angle forme•1. by the vc::.:-tical 
through the· "H" point Hi th the torso reference line of the hur:um 
body represented by the manikin described in item 3. 
1.5. 11Design sent-back n..."lgle" means the c.ngle prescribed by the manufacturer 
which 
1. 5 .1. determines the seat-back angle for thn lowest and raost rearward normal 
driving position or position of use given to each seat by the vehicle 
ca~ufact.ttrer; 
1.5. 2. is formed at the trR" point by the vertical m.Ld the torso reference 
line; and 
corresponds theoretically to the actual seat-back angle • 
• 
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2. DmERMIN.i~TION OF ''H" POINTS .;1Nl) ACTU.'l.L SEAT-B,\CK .ll.NGLES 
2 .1. ~'ln "H" point Md <:m "actual seat-bC!.ck angle" shall be deterilil1eq. tor 
each seat provided by the moouf~ctu.rcr, If the soa.ts ilf ~h8 same. rorr 
can be rcge.rded ns sirJilar (bench seat, identical seats~' otc~ ), only 
one "H" point a.ncl one n:~.ctual see.t-·bo.ck angle" r,h:'.-::.1 be. determineCI. 
for each rmv of seats, tl1e oanikin described in item 3. being 
2.1.1. 
2.1.2. 
2.2. 
3.2. 
3.2.2. 
sen.ted in a ple.ce re~rded e.s reprcsentn;ti':e for the rof.r. This place 
shall be: 
in the c::1,se of the fro:'lt row, the d.!>ive:."s seat; 
in the ce.se of the ree1r ro-vr or rovro 1 r:.n outer sec:..t. 
TtJhen an '1111 ~)oint and 1111 '•actual seat-back a.nglet~ are being detEJrnined, 
the seat considered shall be pla.ced in the lowest and most rearward 
normal d.rivint; poRition or poG:!:~ion of use provided for it by ~he . · 
nanufac·(.urcr. The seo..t .b:wk shall: if its inclination is adjustable 
be locl:e<l e.s specified by the nr.nufacturer or in the a.bE;ence of any . 
specific~tion to an actual seat-back ~~gle of as nearly as possible 
0 
25 from the vertical. 
DESCRIPTIO!~ OF THE r.!.LlNIKIN 
A thrce-~nensio!lal mr.nikin of 1:1. vldght and contour· corresponding to 
those of ~~ adult male of average height shall be used. Such a. manikin 
is depict~din figures 1 and 2 of the appendix ~o this onnex. 
The manikin shall comp.dse: 
two componcntsr one sirnulo.ting the back and the other the seat of 
the body, pivoting on a.'1 a;:is representing the axis of rotation betv1ocn 
the torso c.nd the thigh• The tro.ce of this axis on the side o:( the 
manikin is the mMik:.n' s 11H11 poi.nt; 
two conponents simula~ing the legs and pivotally ntt~ched to the 
cocp:ment sitruL:.ting the seat~ n:nd 
two components simulatins t~e feet and connected to the legs by 
pivotal joints sinulating a.o.!clos. 
In addition, the component sir:ru.lating the seat of the body shall be 
providod with a level en~bling its transverse orientation to be verified. 
- 17 -
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3.3. Bod.y-segruent t.Yaights ·shall be o.tto.ched at appropriate points corres-
ponding to the relevant centres of gr~vi~y, so as to bring the total 
•·macs of the n:mikin up to about 7) kg,. .,., Details of t~1e VRrious 
weigltts ~e given in the ta'ble on page 2 of the appendi::~ to this anne:;:. 
3.4. The torso reference 15.ne of the mmikin is taJ.cen into n::count by a 
straight line passing through the jo.in~~ beh;een the leg <>..:1d the pelvis 
and the theoretical joint betv1een the neck and the thore.:-e (see the 
apponcli:: to this annex, figure 1). 
4· SErTING UP THE MANIKIN. ' 
The three-dimensional me.ni:tcin sh-1-ll bo set up in the follm·ling mp..:nner: 
4.1. the vehicle shall be placed on a horizontal plane end the seats adjust0d 
as pr0scribed in iten 2.2.i·: ·-~·c~ 
the se~t to be tested shall be covered -vri th a piece of cloth to 
facilitate corr":lct sotti:ng up of the wo.nikin; 
the manikin shall be placed on t'·1e seat concerned, its :Jivotal axis 
being perpend.ic J.l~ to the longituc~inal :plane of s;yr:t:1otry of the vehicle~ 
the feet of the Illro1iicin shall be ple.,cocl as follo-vrs: 
in the front seats, in such a wcy that the .le1.··ol Vf::rifyinc?: the tr.?ns-
verse Ol"icntrction of the see,t of. tho na.nikin is brought to the hori-
.z~mta.J,. ~ 
in the :1 e3.I' sects, so far as :r;,ossible in such a ~~ey 2-s to be in contr:.ct 
with the front seats. If the feet then rest or: parts of the floor vrhich 
nre at different l.evels, the foot \vhich first COL1es into contact 1vi th 
the fron·c seat she.ll serv·e as a reference poi~1t and the other foot 
shall ·;.;o so c.rrru;.god that the level enc.:bling the transverse orienta-
tion of the seat of the man-i.kin to be vorified is t)ro-:.:.ght to the 
horizon-l;c.1i 
if the· u~F 1 roint is being de"L.;;rnined at a ce1:ctre sent 1 the feet s:hall 
be plac0d one on each side of the tu1111el; 
4.5. the vJc:::i.ghts chall be placed on the thighs, the lcveJ verify~ng the 
tra:r:.fwerse orientation 0f the sent of the manikj;.: shall be brought 
to the hori zontd 1 rmd. ti1e weie;ht s shn.ll be . p1'1qed on the component 
representi::1g the ceat of the ma..'1ikin; 
"'·8 .... -
·-
4.6. the mc;nikin shall be mov(~d mu:zy fron the seat bac~>. by mee.no of the 
knee-pivot bar and the back of the ncnikin shall be piV?ted forwards. 
The manikin sh:Ul be repositioned on .the scat of the v~hicle by 
being ~:1id backwards on its sed until. reslst.:mce is ((lncountered, 
the back Of the manikin then being replaced agaim"!t the S83.t back? 
4. 7. a horizont0l load of approximately 10 + 1 dclT shall be npplied to 
.... ~ . 
the r.'lallikin twice. The .direct:!.on .Mcl po~nt of applicnt:i,on of the 
load e.r.e shotm by. a black c-...rrow in figure 2 of the cppendix; 
4.8. the vreights shall be installed on the right .:md left sides, and the 
tc~so weights shall then be placed in position. The t~~sverse level 
of the manikin shall be kept horizontal; 
4.9. the transva1·se level of the manikin being kept horizontal, the back 
of the manikin shall be pivoted. forvmrds until th:) torso weigh"ts are 
abo·,re the "H" point, so as to eliminate any frictio:r.. vd th the sect 
back; 
4.10. 
s. 
the back of the mn.nikin shall be gently moved reo.rt·r~ds eo as to 'complete 
the setting-up operation. The trans'Tersc level of the I:ln...'1ikin shall be 
horizontal. If it is not, the procedure described above .shall be ;epea-
ted. 
RESULTS 
~~on the mc~ikin has been set up cs described in item 4• above, the 
"H" point rmcl the actual sen.t-".Jac!:: Mgle of the vehicle seat consi-
. . ' 
dered 11re constituted by the "H" point and the angle of inclination 
of the manikin's torso reference hne. 
The co-ordin::-..tes of th0 "H'' point in relation to three mutually 
. ' ' 
perpeYldic::tlc.r pl-anes, nncl the actual sent-back angle, shall be 
measured for coDp.."'.rison llith the dn~.;a supplied l1y the vehicle 
mn.nufacturer. 
6. ilJi'RIFYTI;G THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE "R" AND ''H" }'OINTS .!UID THE 
llliLATION3HIP BE."fl'T.E.EN TI-IE DESIGN SEAT-Bt" .. CIC .1\NGLE ATh"D THE fl.GT'i.JAL 
SEA ~-BAOK }.J.'l"GLE 
6.1. The results of the meaS1Jrenents c'li'ried out in confornity Hith item 
5.2. for the "I~" point and the a.ctu.nl se0rt-back c..ngle shal.l be 
com~ared t·Jith _the Jo-ordin~tes of the "R11 point end th'3 ~.esign 
seat .... back &lgle as supplied by the. vehicle manufacturer.· . 
- 19 -
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6o2o The rcla:l;ive positions of the "R" point and the "H" point and the 
relatiortship between the design sect-back angle and the actual 
seat-back 8.ngle shall be considered to be satisfactory for the 
seat in question if the "H" point, as defined by its co-ordinates, 
lies vJithin a longitudinal rectangle vihose horizontal end vertical 
sides are 30 1mn and 20 mm long respectively and whose dingonals 
intersect rJ.t tllG "R" point, and if the actual see.t-bacl:: Dngle is 
within 3 ° of the design seat-back ~.ngle. 
6o2ol. If these conditions are met, the "R" point and the design seat-back 
angle shall be used for.tho test and, if necessary, the nk~ikin 
shall be so n.c1.justcd that the "H" point coincides Hi th the "R" 
point und the actua1 seat-back flngle coincides with the design 
neat-bac1:: angle o 
6 o 3 o If the "H11 point or the act,,-. 1 · "'·~t-bo.ck angle do en not satisfy 
the requirer.J.ents of iter.J. 6.~. ,-·.·:.--:;\ the "HI' point or the actual 
sent-back engle shall be determined tvdce more (three times in all) o 
If the rcsul ts of tlvO of these three operations sa'tisfy the require-
ments the results of the test shall be considered to be satisfac-
tory. 
Go4• If at least ·~Ho of the three test results do not satisfy the 
requirer:1ents of i ten 6. 2., the rcsul t of the test shall be consi-
dered to be not satisfactory. 
6.5. If the situn,tion described in item 6.4. above arises, or if verifi-
cation c~ot be effected because the manufacturer has failed to 
supply informe,tion regarding the position of the ''R" point or regarding 
the design seat-back angle, the fl.Vern,ge of the results of the three 
determinations may be used and be reg~ded as applicable in all cases 
where the "R" point or the design se<'..t-back angle is referred to 
in this Directive. 
Go6. For verifying the relative positions of the "R" pob.t and the "H" point 
and the rel~tionship between the design seat-back angle and the 
actual scat-back angle in a serially-produced vehicle the rectangle . 
referred to in item 6.2. shall be replaced by a square of 50 mm 
side and the actual seat-• ·a,.:··, angle shnll not differ by more than 
± 5° from thG design seat-back o.:ngle. 
Knee-pivot bar 
- lO-
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CONPONEN'rS OF TH.REE-DU1ENSIONAL I-LU1IKIN 
Back 
Torso weight 
Lonr;i tudinct.l leve 1 
"H 11 point 
Seat 
:r:'_ir;ure 1 
axis 
level 
Torso 
reference 
line 
• 
-~~ -
DIMENSIONS AND W,EI<Fr OF MANDCIN 
ma:~o of manild.n 
Components simulating back 
and seat of body 16 
Torso weights 31 
Sent weights · 8 
Thigh weights . 7 
Le~ l-teights 13 
Total: 75 
Direction and point of 
application of load 
Variable from 
10.8 cm to 42.4 cm 
.. 
. · 
Fifil!!e 2 
Au.:tex IX • Appeniix 
page 2 
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ANNEX III 
.. 
MEffiiOD FOR DETERMINDTG THE DIMENSIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETl'lEEN THE VEHICLE'S 
PRTiviA.RY REFERENCE riA..lUCS AND THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL REFERENCE SYSTEN 
1. RELATIONSHIP BErWEEN REF'ERENCE SYSTEI; A11]) VEHICLE'S PRTI:IARY REFERENCE 
MARICS 
To verify chare.cteristic internal and e:::ternal dinensions of a vehicle 
submitted for type-approval in accordC'lnce 1dt.h this Directive, the 
relationship between the co-ordinate::; fixed at the initial vehicle-
design stngc according to the three-clinensional reference systen defined 
in i ten 2. 3. of th·e· .o.nnex: I •c and the pod tions of the princ.ry refe-
rence narks defined in iteo 2.4. of ·the .l.nnex I shall be accurately 
established so that specific points on the nnnufacturer's drawings can 
be located on nn actual vehicle produced fro11 those drn1·lings. 
2. METHOD OF EST.ABLISHING THE RELATIONSHIP BE'rt-lEEN THE REF'EREN"CE SYSTEM 
AND THE REFERENCE MARKS 
To determine this relationship a ground reference plene is constructed, 
with gradue.tecl X and Y axes. One nethod of doing this is shmm in figt.1.re 3 
of the appendi:: to this anne::.:. The reference plane is a hard, flat, level 
surface on 1-rhich the vehicle stn.'1ds, ancl on which t1v-o steel tc::.pe measwes 
are firmly fixed. The tapes are graduated in millimetres end nust have ~ 
length of at leC'.st 8 metres for the X tape and 4 metres for the Y tape. 
The two tapes are set at right .~gles to each other and their intersec-
tion is the "Ground zero". 
3. VERIFICATION OF ACCUFL~CY 
To verify that the reference plane or test area is level it is necessnry 
to establish ~he deviations along the X ru1d the Y tapeo ~t intervals of 
250 mm from grolmd zero and to record the results obtained, so that 
corrections can be illade when checkinc the vehicle. 
4. ACTUAL TEST ATTITUDE 
In order ~o tc~:e account of minor changes in suspension height, etc., 
it is necessary to have a means of bringing the reference mc:rks back to 
the positions whose co-ordinates were fi::ed at the desiBU stage. In 
addition, it shall be possible to nmke minor lateral and/or longitudinal 
adjustments to the vehicle's position so as to place it correctly in 
relation to the reference plane. 
... .2.} -
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5. RE3ULTS 
The vehicle ha~~g been correctly pl~ced rel~tivo to the reference 
systen cncl in its designed position, the position of the points 
necessary for studying the fonrard vi.s.ib:il i..ty.condit.ions... ca"l. be reM.ily 
determined. Methods of determining-these rrm::J include the use of th.Godo-
lites, light sources, shadow devices, or any other method which can be 
flh0\-r.1 to civ-3 equ.ivalent re.sults. 
--
• 
(*) 
... -,. ( ' ·~) 
( .J<-:;-~-) 
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ANJ\1EX DJ 
~-····· 
PROCEDURE FOR D.t!..T.i!.'1n.!Df.rN"G VISION AREi\.S ON rlTIIDSCREI!a""'ffi OF VEHICLES OF CLASS l)_ 
IN RELATION TO THE '~V 11 POINTS 
1. POSITIONS OF THE "V" POINTS 
1.1. 'l1he position of the "V" points in relation to the "R" point, as indi·~ 
cated by the X, Y and Z co-ordina·!ies in the three-dimensionc.l reference 
.. system, are shm-m in tables I and II. 
• 
-~ 
1.2. Tab:e I gives the basic co-ordinatec :2or a desigr~ seat-bac1: angle of 
0 25 • The positive direction of the co-ordinates is shmm in r.nnex III, 
figure l. 
TABLE I 
.... ----.~---~~~----~· -·-·-.. -·-·-------......... 
1.3.1. Table II shoHs the further corrections to be made to th~X a:nd0z 
co-orclinates of each "V'• point trlh<:.:n the design se11t-ba.ck angle is not 
0 25 • The positive direction of the co-ordinates is_ shovm in annex III, 
figu:r-e 1. 
TABLE II 
-..:~ t ..... ....-... ... ..----..-----·-· -----'!""-----· -~---~ .. 
'Seat- 1 Horizontal Vertical j Saat- I Horizontal 
lbac!;: I co-ordinates i co-ordinates t back !co-ordinc.tos 
l'angle 1 4 X A Z I angle !' A X ~~+-- i in °) I 
' 5 j - 186 mn 28 rnt1 23 
1
. - 17 IIL.':l 
G I - 17 6 nm 27 mm 24 - 9 .IT'.m 
7 - 167 rr.m 27 mm 25 j 0 nn 
8 I - 157 mm 26 mm 2G 9 nra 
9 - 147 mo 26 mm 27 17 11".8 
10 - 137 mm 25 mm 28 
11 - 128 mm 24 orn 29 
12 ·- 118 mn 23 mm 30 
13 - 109 mm 22 mm 31 
14 99 run 
15 90 IllL1 
16 - 81 IDill 
17 - 71 ["..,_'!} 
18 - 62 I:lill 
19 - 53 mrJ 
20 - 44 mm 
21 - 35 mm 
22 ! - · 26 mr.1 
• •• 'l'••• >n •• l 
21 ~m 32 
20 I:lL1 33 
18 QlU 34 
17 mr.l 35 
15 r.Jt1 36 
13 r.nn 37 
11 cm 38 
9r.un 
1 i1U':l • • .. ..... 
39 
•. 49 
26 r:un 
34 mm 
43 mm 
51 mm 
59 J.Jr.l 
G7 IDI:J. 
76 mn 
84 r:m 
92 I:lill 
100 mr.l 
107 mm 
115 mm 
.1.~ mp • 
Vertical 1 
I 
co-ordinates 1 
9 z 
I 
I 
... -1 
5 mm i 
2 mm I 
0 mm 11 
- 3 ran 
- 5 mm I 1 
- 8 t1m 
- 11 L1L1 
- 14 mm 
- 17 mm 
- 21 r.lL1 
- 24 L1L1 
- 28 I:lill 
- 31 ml:l 
- 35 !Jt1 
- 39 Ii1f:l 
- 43 run 
-47 mm 
I ;;"' 52 f.1Il1 
l 
I 
I 
I 
.... ~ 
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2. VISION APJM.S 
2.1. Ttro vision arec.s shall be deter:nL'led fron t!1e "V" points. 
2. 2. Vision area A is the e..rea on the appare...'lt outer surface of the ,..rind-
screen botmded by the following four planes extending fol"'-tard fro11 
the •rvit point (see appendix, figure 1): · 
- a xertical pla:1o passing th.rou.gh "V'\ and ''V 2 tt ancl inclined at 
13 to the left of the X a."Cis; 
- a plc-,ne par3.~lol to the Y axis, passing throt:gh "V\ c:mtl inclined 
u:pvw.rcls at 3 :fron the ]{ a;r:is; 
- a plane parallel to the Y axis, passing· through ~'V" a..'ld inclined 
4ownwards at. 1° fron the X e...:x:is; ana. · 2 
- c vertical plane passing through ''V" C:i.nd ''V" and inclined at 
0 1 2 
20 to the right of the X axis. 
2. 3. Vision area B is the area of the outer surface of the windscreen 
which is. Qore than 25 oo· from the outer edce of the transparent 
e..re':t..·· o.nd is boundccl by the .intersection of the follOldng four planes 
vith the outer surface of the windscre~n (see appendix, figure 2): 
0 . 
- a plane inclined u~·rn.rds fron the X a::ds at 7 , passmg 
through ''V" and pnrallel. to the Y c,.xiq 
1 
0 
- a plt'lne inclil'led. c:'.mmward from the X axis at 5 , passing 
·;;hrou.gh ''V" 2 and parallel ·~o the y axis; '' 
- a vertical plane pt>.ssing through '1V'' and ''Vn 2 and formi!l~ 
an angle of 17° t·l'i th the X rods> 1 
a plar1e s~etrical with respect to the forner plane in relation 
to the longitudinal median plane of the ve:1icle. 
I (-:~:.~ 
(-: . .;~·-::-) 
Annex rl - Appendix 
VISIOi:T i'.F.EA A 
Trace of longi tudine>.l pl:?n~ of s:;-:;J::;·~try of ve.b..icle 
Trace of w~r-t:.cal plc:..n.e ~a.ssi ng th::·o'J.::-. · ':/ · 
'. . 
- ',.....-..-•--;1 ~ •• , 
... l- J ... -..:_ ~· 
•.•• lf 
' 'l 
+Z 
+X 
(*l Trace of longi tv.dinal planG c~.~:- Trace of longi tudi:nal plane 
(·iHH~ Trace of lonei tudinal pla..J.e 
Figure 2 
VISION AREA B 
of S;';TU":le try of ve:b.icle 
passing tr..roueh ''R" 
passing tln'oue;h :·v" 1 and ::v " 2 .. 
+Z 
~ 
-Z 
i 
.... 
" 
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TEST-MIXTURE SPECIFICATION FOR !iiDIDSCREEN-'tiiPER..SYSTEri AND WINDSCREEN-
WASHER-sYSTEM CAPABILITY Tl!ST 
The test mixture referred to in i tern 6.1.9. of anne:c I shall consist of the 
follot-ling 
{by vol uoe): 92.5 per cent to.p t-rater (water of less than 205g/1000 kg hardness 
after evaporation), 5 per cent saturated salt (sodiut1 chloride) and 2.5 per 
cent dust constituted in nccordance \'J'ith t;'.bles 1 and 2 o 
·--- -·~-----·~------------~----_. ____ _ I ,......._ p ··-~· 
-I .•• J!?-!?!..1-Consti tr'..e~1t ..,.~ ~...,, ..... ;.o. • .:.... ___ ._, _____ .,..__. _  ......,..._ ...... ..._ _ -:rep 
Si02 
Fe 0.., 2 .) 
Al,O.., 
.:.. :; 
CaO 
1~8 
Totu.l alk:1lis 
Ignition loss 
I 
I 
I 
67 -~o 69 
3 to 5 
15 to 17 
2 to 4 
0.5 -~o 1.5 
3 to 5 
2 to 3 
-l 
, __ ... __ ___,.,....,...,... ....... -..... ...... l,___, _ _.. ___ ,__ ... .._. _____ , __ ,...,. --------~ 
0 to 5 
5 to 10 
10 to 20 
20 to 40 
40 to 30 
80 to 200 
12 + 
-
12 + 
-
14 + 
-
23 + 
-
30 .±. 
"9 + 
.... 
............... d •• ·~· 
2 
3 
J 
3 
3 
3 
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ANNEX VI 
-
(Mc>..:dmum forJW.t: A4 (210 x 297 r.ll!l)) 
.Anne.x. to the EEC vehicle type-approval certificate rli th regm-d to the l'Tindscrecn-
wiper end the l'lindscreen-\'rasher systens (Article 4 ( 2) and l'l..rticle 10 of the 
Council Directive No 70/156/EEC on. tlle.-a];lpro.ri.r;lation_of the laws of the I.Iet1ber 
States relating to the type.....a.pproval of motor vehicles and their trn.ilers). 
1. Trade nane or mark of the vehicle ••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Vel1icle type •••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••"'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... •• 
3. M.:.'mufacturor' s na'ne and cdd.ress ......................... ' ................. . 
4· vn1ere applicable, name and address of :ncmufe.ch'!rer'o authorized representative 
•••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,.•••••••o•••••••••••••••"••••••o 
5. Brief description of the vehicle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•~••••••••.,.•••o•••••••••••••••••••o••••ootetttttt••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Characteristics of the windscreen-wiper and windscr0on-washcr systems 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,:.••••••••••••••••••••••o••••• 
7. Identification ~at"', for 11R11 point of driver's desisnRted seating position 
in relatio:r. to position of primcry reference r.1::rks ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••t••••••••••••••41o••••••••••••oeo••••••••••••••••••••ft•••••••••••••• 
8. Identification, location and. relative positions of primary reference Illc."'.l"ks 
0000<tOOOOO~OO~floC.OOOO•tOOe000000000000000,a..,~~OOOOOOGO*eOOOOOOOOO.eOOOII00000.00 
9. Date on which vehicle sub~tted for t:rpe-approval •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. Tecl1nical service conducting type~~pproval tests ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
........................................................................ .,. .... 
11. Date of test report issued by that service •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
12. NurJbcr of test report issued by that service •••••••••••··~··••••••••••••••• 
13. Type-approval inr::spect of windscreen-wiper and windscreen-washer systems 
granted/r3fuscd ( *) 
( *) De:. te as appropriate 
... }} - Annex d - p. 2 
· 14. Ple.cO"~ ................ , •••••••••••• o •••••• o •• o , •••• o •••• o o ••••••••••••••••••• 
15. Dn.to .,,, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••• 
16. Sie;:natt'..re •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• " •• , •••• , •••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
17. Tho following doctments, bearing the type-approval :t:l.lllber shown above, 
are anne::ed to this comnn..:ni catS. on: 
... ' ............................... . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
dioensional .drawings 
EfXploded vie'Vl or photograph of the 
passenger comp~toent 

PROPOSAL FOR A 
~CILDIR~ 
on the approximation of the laws of 
the 111ember states relating to the 
defrosting anCI. c.emistine; 
systems of ootor vehicles 

·- 1 -
- 'l'HE C(XlNCIL ·-oF THE .EUROPEAN OOM!11UNITIES, 
Having regard. to the Treaty establishing the Ru.l·opean .Economir. Community; 
e.nd in particular Article 100 thereof; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlie.r:1ent; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee: 
Whereas the technical reQuirements which motor vehicles must satisfy 
pursuant to national law relate, inter alia, to the defrosting and 
demisting systems of motor vehicle; 
Whereas these requirements differ from one Member State to a:nothei'; 
whereas it is therefore necessary that all Member States adopt the same 
requirements either in addition to or in place of their existing regulations 
in order, in particular, to allow of the EEC type-approval procedure, which 
was the subject of Council Directive n° 70/156/EEC (1) of 6 Febr~ry 1970 
on the approximation of laws of the ]1ember States relating iio -!;he type-approval· 
of motor vehicles and their trailers, to be applied in respect of each type of 
vehicle; 
Whereas it is appropriate to utilize basically certain +echnical requirements 
adopted by the UN Economic Commission for Europe'i~ its Regulation N° •••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(2) whicn is annexed to the 
Agreement of 20 Earch 1958 concern:ing the adoption of uniform conditions of 
approval and reciprocal recognition of approval for motor vehicle equipement 
anc1 parts; 
(1) OJ N° L 42, 23.2.1970, p. 1. 
{2) EEC document from Genova ••• 
r 
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Where~s these requirements apply to motor vehicles of category t.r1 
(the international classification,of motor vehicles is given -in the 
above zr.entioned C~uncil Directive 70/156/EEc of 6 Febr,.la!"'.{ J 970);. 
Whereas approximation of the national laxs ~elating to motor vehicle3 
entails recognition by the I.iem'ber Stu.tes of the tests carried Ollt by each 
of them on the basis. of the cqmmon requirements,_ ancl whoreas in order to 
function properly such a system caJ.ls for th~ imp!.ementation of these 
requirements by all of the nember States with effect from the sa.me date. 
HAS ADOP.r.IDD THIS DIRECTIVE : . 
. , 
' 
. I 
.. '-
A:~Jicle 1. 
For the purposes of this Directive, "vehicle" means any motor vehicle 
of class M1 (defined in Annex I of Council Directive N •. 70/156/EEC of 
6 February 1970) designed for use on the road, having at least four 
wheels and a maximum des.ign speed exceeding 25 km/h. 
!!:!!.<?.! e 2 
No Nember State may refuse to grant EEC type•approva.l or national type-
approval of a vehicle on grounds relating to the d~fi\;-B~'ini" ,·J.' ~ t :.· 
and det!isting systems if they sat:::.s:t"y the requirements laid down in 
Annexes I, II, III, IV and V. 
Article 3 
Nt~ Member State may refuse the reg:_~:>tration or may prohibit the sale, 
entry into service or ~se of any vehicle on grounds relating to the 
defrosting and demisting systemsif they satisfy the require-
ments laid down in Annexes I, II, III, IV and v. 
Article 4 
The Member State which has granted type-approval shall take the neces~ 
sary measures to ensure that it is informed of any modification of a 
part or characteristic referred to in item 2.2. of Annex I. The compe-
tent authorities of that State shall determine whether fresh tests should 
be carried out on the modified vehicle type and a fresh report drawn up. 
Where such tests reveal a failure to comply with the requirements of 
this Directive, the modification shall not be approvedn 
.P.rticle 5.. 
The amendments necessary to adapt the provisions of Annexes I, II, III, 
IV, V and VI to take account of technical progress shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Council Direc-
tive N. 70/156/EEC of 6 February 1970. 
'·1.-_., ,. 
Article 6 
1. Me~"~:?.er States shall adopt. a.nd publish by .J. • .:tq,nU.q,.t;J~; .19'?.8 the provi.eions 
necessary to_ co.:nply with thio Directive and shall forth·,vith inform 
the Comm:i.ssion thereof. ·They shall implement these provisions with 
effect from • •J: ••. '"f~rf.1tr:tJ!1·~98oa•. 
2. After not:i.fication of thio Directive·; ··Member States shall take steps 
to inform the Commissioni in sufficient tinie for it to make comn:ents, 
of a.ny draft :aws 1 regulations or administrative provisions which 
. . . 
they intend to adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
!!:.ti:Jle 7 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
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LIS'I' OF ANNEXES 
ANNEX I ; Scope, definiti.,ns, application for EEC typ~-approval, 
.l?F,.,C-type-approval, specific requirements, test proce-
dures (:<E)~ 
ANNEX II : Procedure for determining the "H" point and the actual 
seat-back angle and for verifying their relationGhip to the 
"R" point end the design seat-back angle ('if). 
ANNEX III : Method for determining the dimensional reJ.at.ionship 
between the' vehicle's .Primary reference marks and the 
three~-uimensional reference system (JE) .. · 
ANNEX IV : Procedure for determining vision areas on windscreens of 
vehicles of class M1 in relation to the "V" points (JE). 
ANNEX V ! Steam generator (~). 
ANNEX VI : Annex to the EEC vehicle type-approval certificate with 
regard to the windscreen de:.rosting and demisting systems. 
(•) The technical requirements of this annex are basi~ally similar to 
that of UN Economic Commission for Europe Regulation N° ••••••••• , 
in Pat'ticular the sub-divisions of tiH~ sect:Lons are th'e same• 
Whe;~ an item of :Regufatif)n ••9••• has no corresponding item in 
this.Annex, the number is shown in brackets for the.record. 
-6 -
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ANNEX I 
SCOPE, DEFINITIONS, APPLICATION FOR F~C .TYPB-APPROVAL, EEC TYPE-APPROVAL, 
SPECIFIC RE@l"REME!WSt mm~ PROCEDURES 
1. SCOPE 
1.1.. This Directive applies ~o the 180° forward fiel.~ of view ('If 
the drivers oi vehicles of class M1• 
1.1.1. It is designed to ensure good visibility under certain condi-
tions by speci:fy:..~g the requirements for def!'o.sting and demist-
. ing systems for the windscrP.ens of vehicles of class M,," 
I 
1.2. The requir~ments :":"':"this ~Jirectivc are so woJ•deci as t.o apply to 
vehicles of class H1 in w}li eh the driver's seat is on the left. In vehicles of class MJ having the driver's seat on the right, 
these- r,.~quirernents shal.l be applied mutatis mutandis by in-
~erting the c~iteria prescribed ·for-lateral vision~ ··· 
2. DEFINITIONS 
2.2. 
2.2.4. 
For the purposes_nf this Directive 
".!~.!!.!ple type" as regards its windscreen· defrosting and demist-
ing systems means moto:r<..gelU.c.~~s·--wh1-th do-· n >t 
.differ from on.e anoth~r with. respect to the followins essential 
features : ' · 
external and internal shape and e.rrangements within the area spe-
cified in item 1. which may affect visibility; 
the shape, size and characteristics of the windscreen and its 
mounting • 
t 
the ch~acteristics of the defrosting and demisting systems; 
and 
the number of seats; 
2.3. llthree-c!:i.r:!!.!'':.!!,.Sional ~..!:.~~11~-~Y.~" means a reference system 
consisting of a vertical longitudinal plane X-Z, ~ horizontal 
plane X-Y and a vertical transverse plane Y·Z (see annex III, 
fig. 2) and used to determine the relative distances· .between the 
poSitions prescribed for points on the planes and their real po-
sition~ on. the. vehicle~ The method of 'situating the vehicle re-
. lative. _:tp t.pe tpre.e. ,Pl.an"es· i!3 shown .in annex Ill; al.l co-or~i-
, nat.:es:· referred to gro1J~d z·e·r.o shall 'be calcul·ated for a vehJ.cle 
'tn ~~~~'fl,g 6~~r• (-~) wi·t·h. ~~{j· !ront~a~~ ;-~.,.~.u&.~~-; ·ha•t-.\145 ~ • ..\_~ 
<e I .... ::;.,.ea of ?5 ~lH- . . 0 ,. -t~l 1. ,.,. • • l ··-· ..... ~) :;;,~d~_~il!~- :~~ ··fteH;' 2,~~ et .• x'me~ I t;~Di~ect:i.v~ 7o;l5~ELCo···. 
2.4. 
... 
2.6. 
2.8. 
2.10. 
2.12., 
2.15 .. 
- ,<;;, ... 
I Annex I- p.2 
":erimm._r_~ference marks'' means ,holes, surfaces, marks and 
identification signs on the veh~cle b6dy. The type of refe~ 
rence mark used, the position of each mark by· the X, Y and z 
co-ordinates of the three-dimensional reference system~ and 
its distance from an imagina~:·y plane representing the ground, 
shall be Gpecified by the ma~ufacturer. The marks may be those 
used for assembling the body; 
"seat-bask angl~" (see annex II); 
"actua!, seat-back ansJ-~11 (see annex II); 
11desi~ • .2eat-b~gle11 (see annex II); 
''~ points" means points whose p~sition in the passenger com-
partment is determined by vertica;L ~ongitudinal planes passing 
through the centres of the outermost designuted seating posi-
tions on the .front seat and· in relation to the "R" point· and·. 
the design angJe of the seat-back, which points are used for 
verifying compliance with the field-of-view requirements 
(see annex IV); 
"'Rt ;e<;>int" or "seating rPference E~" (see annex II); · 
·":H' point" (see annex IIJ; 
·"!!J:.~~~~-E.£.i...!!!~.'' means. points situated_.at the i.nter-
section with the windscreen of lines radiating forward fr·om· the 
:tvn points to the outer surface :Jf the windscreen; 
"i.~~Sjlare~~" means that area of a vehicle windscreen 
· whose light trans!Y:i ttance 1 meatmred at 
right angles to the surface, is not less than ?0 per cent; 
"hor_;!.zontal seat-adjt.:stment range" means the ranee designated 
by the manufacturer for the adjustment of the driver's s~at in 
.the dire,ction of the X axis (see item 2 .. 3. above); 
~~~~ll.'!.E£.9- seat..:...a~d,jus~_!!Lent ran~" means Lhe range designated by the 
manufacturer for·the adJustmen.t.o.f the seat.in the d..:.rection of 
the X axis (see item 2 •. 3.) beyond the range of ncrmal driving 
positions _speeifi:ed :i.n i tern 2 .. 1'3 o and used. for converting .. se_ats 
into beds o:- facilitating entry i::1to t;1e vehicle; 
1'~:!:!;g SY..2.:Le-ll!" means the system intended to meJ t frost or 
i-::e on the surface of the windsc:'een and thus restore visj.bility; 
2.17. 
·2.20. 
3.?..2. 
·:· . 
. ' 
.... 
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"def:£.2?~n.Ji" mea.."l.s the elimination of frost or ice covering 
thG .glazed sur.faces by th·~ ··operation of defrosting or wind-
screen-wip~r systems; . 
. ' 
11defroste.9 B!:2..1!" means the ~rea of 'the gl.azed surfaces having 
a dry surface or covere~ with melted or partially melted (wet) 
frost which can be rem0ved from the outside face by the wind-
screen wipers. It ex~ludes the area of the windscreen covered 
with dry frost; 
' 1~~:l . .£~is.UE.8~'::::£" means the system 1 "ltend·~d to re-
rr.ovo a film of condensate Jn. the inside surfac•'l of th·~ w~n~&creen 
a..~d th~s restore visibil~ty; 
"mist" means a film nf c,...,nriensate on :Che inside fF~.Ge of the 
gl;;ed s~rfaces; 
"~1!.~E" mean.s the elimination of the mist covering the 
glazed surfaces oy t.he operatioJ;J. of the demisting systemo 
APPtiCATION FOR EEC TYPE-PYPROVAL 
The application for the typ_e-approval of ·a vehicie ··type with 
r8gard to its windscreen d6frosting and demisting systems shall 
be submitted by the vehicle manufacb.rer or by his agen~. 
It shall :be. accompanied. by .. the following do.cuments ·in tripl:L-
. ' ' 
·cate, arid by the following pa~ticulars : 
a description of the vehiele referring to the criteria mentioned 
:i.n ite!ll 2 .. 2. above, together with .. dimensiona.l drawings and 
either a photograph or an exploded. view .o:( the passenger com-
. pnrtment .. , Tbr3 m.\.mbers a.."ld/or sym'bols identifying the vehicle 
type shall be specified; · 
particulars of the primary reference marks in sufficient detail 
for easy identifi.cation and verification.: of· the position of 
each·in relation to the others and to the "R".point; 
a technical description of. the defrosting and demisting systems, 
together with relevant dda:in·sufflcient det<:<il. 
A vehicle :r'epres~ntati ve of.· the. v~h:i.9le type '!;o be· approved shall 
be s-~~-bnd. tted to the techni --:al service conducting the type-a.ppro-
val tests • 
(4 .. 4.) 
(4.5") 
(4.,6.) 
(4.?.) 
... g-
Jl..nnex ,. ·- , .. L, 
EEC TYPEJ..JI.PPROV.AL 
A form conforming to the model in Annex VI shall be attac!1ed 
to the EEC type-approval certificatec 
5• SPECIFIC REQUEtEl>lENTS 
Every vehicle shall beequ~pped with a system for re~oving 
frost and ice from the glazGd surfaces of the wir..dscreen., T:.e 
vlindscreen-defrosting system shall be effective e:1ough to 
ensure adequate visibility through the windscreen in bold 
weather. 
The efficiency of the systen shall be verified by deter::J.i:rir..g 
the defrosted area of the windscreen periodically after start-
ing the engine, the vehicle having been k~pt in a co!d c~e~ber 
for a certain time. 
5.1 .. 3., The tests required under items 5.1o1. and 5.1~2. abov~;.;·s~all 
be conducted by the metnod set out in item 6.1. of this Pr.~ex~ 
5.1.4. The following requirements shall be satisfied : 
5.1~L1-.,1., Twenty minutes after the start of the test period 9 the area 
defined in Annex IV, item 2$2. (area A) shall be 80 ~er ce~t 
defrosted. 
5.1.4.2~ Twenty-five minutes after the start of the test perjod~ t~e 
d<:Jfrosted area of the windscreen on the passenger 8iC.o s::aJ.l 
be comparable to that specified in item 5.1.4.1. fo~ tte 
driver '1 s side. 
5 .1.4.3.. Forty minutes after the start of the test period, the e.rea 
defined in Annex IV, item 2~3· (area B) shall be 95 ,er ce~t 
defrosted. 
. ' 
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(5.1.5.) 
5.2. · Windscreen demist~ 
5.2.t.Every vehicle shall be equipped with a system for removing mist 
from the interior glazed surface of the winc'lscreen. 
~.2.2.The c.eraisting system shall be effective enough to restore visibility 
through the Winctscreen in wet weather. Its efficiency shall be 
verified by the porcedure described in iteln 6·.2. 
5.2o3.The following requirements sh,aJ.l be satisfied : 
5.2.3.1. The area defj.ned in annex IV, item 2.2. (area. A} shall 
be 90 per cent demisted in 10 minutes • 
5£3.3.3. The area defined in annex IV, item 2.3. (area B) shall be 80 
per cent ~emist~c1·i!f ~0 minutes. ' . 
6. 
6.1. 
6.1.2 .. 
6.1.4. 
TEST PROCEDURES 
~screen defrosting 
c ( 
-'11- Annex I ... P• 6 
The tests shall b0 made at tha temperature specified below : 
- 18 °C : 3 oc 
':'he test shall be made in a cold cha1nber large enough to con-
tain the complete vehicle and €quipned to maintain the tl'lmpe-
rat~re mentioned in !tom 6ol~l. in the 
·· ch:untbe!' -'~h"'ou:;;hcnlt -!-.he tesf <'lnd, to' ~ircml;J.te c ·.1 d a" r Th~:! cold chamber shaJ.l be maintained at or below- the· specified 
test tam:perature for not less t:r..an 24 hours bE>fore the start 
of the period during wh·:Lch ·t;he vehicle is exposed to cold. 
Before the test, the in:1er a11d outer surfaces of the windscreen 
shall be thr::ttaughly degreas~;d by means of methylated spix,i t or 
an equivalent degreasing agent.. After drying, ~ solutio:.1 of 
ammonia of :;.wt J.ess tha..'l 3 per cent and not more than 10 per 
c~nt shall ~e dpplied. The surface shall be allowed to dry .. 
again and then be wiped with a dry cotton cloth. 
The vehicle, with the eneine stopped, shall be kept for not 
!.~::ss than ten hours at the test tempe::·ature prescribed in item 
6oi.1. above. 
If instru~:1ents :::.re available to chec~c that the engine coolant 
~nd lubricant are stabiJized,at the prescribed test tempera-
ture, this p~riod may be shortened. 
:Following the exposure period prescribed in item 6.1.4. an 
cv.::;.1 layer of ice of 0.044 g/cm2 sr.~ll be forme.d oyer the en-
tire outG~de s~rface of the windscreen by mew1s of a water-
spray gun working at 3.5 bar ! 0.2 bur ~perating 
pr~ssure .. 
6.1.5.1. The spray nozzle, adjusted to full fan paltern and maximum 
n.ow, shall be held perpendi.cular to and at a distance oJ 
between 200 and 250 mm fro:a the gJ.ass 7 and so d.i.recte.d as to 
form an even layer of ice rigi:1t across the windscreen from 
one side to the ~ther. 
......... :' 
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A sp~ay gun having a nozzle of 1Q7 mm diameter and a liquid 
flo11 ratt: of 0.395 1/min, and capable of producing a pattern 
of 300 mm diameter on the glass at a distance 200 mm from 
tae surface, m~y be used to satisfy the requirements of 
i·ce;n 6~ 1.,5. Any other d~vice by which the :::-equirenents can 
be satisfieJ. shall also be perltl.itted. 
Afte~ the ice has been formed on the windscreen, the venicle 
shall be kept :l.n the coJ d che.mber for not less than thirty 
minutes &nd not mora thnL forty minutes~ 
' . . .. ~ 
After the p<::rigd prescribed in item 6.1.6. nas elapsed, one 
or two observers _shall enter th0 v-ehicl·e. and the engine 
may than be st<;.rted by son:e external means. The test period 
shall beg~n when the eng~nc is start~d. 
Du..;:-ing the first five mi.nutep of the test period, the engine 
speed ot' speedf? may be those wh::i. eh the m!"lnufacturer ,recom-
mends for warming up when starting in cold weather. 
.. . . 
:i)'kring ti::te final thirty'..fiv.,; minutes· oi'. the test period (or 
du~ing the entire test period if the five-minute warming-up 
·. p~ocedure ·is no:t follow.ed) the engine shall run : 
' ; ' " . ' 
a·~ a speed no.t exceeding 50 per cent of the speed corrcspond-
i~g to its maximum power ~utpu~; moreover, 
,.. . 
--'' -----
~ .. -::.7 .. 2 .. 3 .. ;. tbe battery shal~ be ful~y charged; 
6.1~7r2.4 .. tee -roltage_.at the terminel.s of'thc defrosting device may 
be not more than 20 per c~nt abov~ the nominal rating of the 
s;rs·~e:n; 
' . 6.1.7 $2 .. 5.. t~1e tempe't'ature in the te?t chamber shal: be meas1J.red at the 
·; J.e\·01· o£ the .ce.ntre· of. the. wi!ld.scrcen, at a point not signi-
fic~'tly affecte~ by heat from·the vehicle under test; 
··;;ne ~.orizontal component of the speeti of the air coolj_ng the 
c:i1ambe'~; measured, immediately prior to the t,est '· .~.n the 
ir.e<iia.' pla."l.e of t~1o v.~hicle at ·a point 300 mm forward of 
ihe baae of, the windscreen and at a level half-way between 
tae base and the top of the windscreen, .shall be as low as 
possible and i.n any. event less than 8 km/h; 
- l3 -
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6.1.7.2~7• the engine bonnet, the doors and the vents, except the in-
takes and outlets of the heating and ventilating system, 
shall be closed; one or two windows may be opened on a total 
vertical distance of 25 mm if the vehicle manufacturer so 
requests; 
6 .1. 7 .2.8. tl:..e defrosting-system temperature control shall be in the 
11maximum" position; 
6.1.7.2.9. the windscreen wipers may be used during th~ test if they 
can operate without manual assistance; 
6. ·1. 7 .2.10. the defrosting system prescribed by the mac:ufacturcr shall 
be br0ught into op~ration, with the Vdhicle in the state 
specified by the manufacturer for satisfactory operation at 
low temperature. 
6.1.8. 
6.2. 
6 .. 2 .. 2.2. 
The obst:rver(s) shall outline the defrosted area on tha in-
s~de surface of the windscreen, at five-minute intervals 
from the start of the :est period. 
On compl-etion of the test, the pattern outline:i on t~e inner 
face of the windscreen as required by item 6.1.8. shall be 
_noted and mar~:-ed -eo identify the driver 1 s Elide o 
Be: tore the test, the inside curface of the w:; ndscreen shall 
be: thoroughly degr..:·ased by means of met:1ylated spirit,· 
wLite spirit or an equivalent degrGasing ;;:;gent. .After drying, 
a colution of emmonia of not ·less tban 3 per cent und not 
more than 10 pt>r ct:)nt shalJ.· be appli""d• 'I'he surface shall 
be allowed to dry again and then wiped with a dry cotton 
cloth. 
The test shall be made in an environmental chrunber large 
e~ough to take th8 com~lete vehicle and capable of produ-
cing and maintaining a test te;nperature of -3° :!: 1 °C 
throughout thG t~st period. 
The temperature in the test cham.b.::r shall be measl.1red at 'the 
the lev~l of the centre of the windscreen, at a point not 
significantly affected by heat from the v~hicle under test; 
the horizontal component of th0 speed of the air cooling the 
chamber, mea..s'.lred, immediately p!'ior to th~ t;<:!st, in the 
median plane of the vehicl,.:; at a point 300 mm forward of 
the base of the winO.screen and at a level half-way betwee:.1 
the base and tbe top of the windscreen, shali be as low as 
possible an2 ln any ev0nt less than 8 km/h; 
6.2.4. 
6.a.6. 
... _: 14 - .\J/·· ... 
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the engine bonnet, the doors and the vents, except the in-
takes· and outlets o·f the hea•ting and ventilation• system,• 
shall· be· cl.osc:d;· one oz•.·.two w-indows·may·be opened on a total 
V~rtical distal'lce ·of· 25: r.tmc·if the vehiClt:;··oa:nufacturer SO 
reques.ts. 
The mist shall be produced by means of the s~:eam generator 
.described in Annex V. The generator shall contain enough 
water to generate at least 70 + 5 g/h of steam for each 
seating position designE\ted by-the manufacturer, in an 
environment at -3 °C ! J. QC. : · .. 
The inside surface of the windscreen shall be cleaned as 
. prescribed in jtem 6o2.1. and the vehicle· placed in the:en-
vironmental chamber~ The ambient air temperature shall be 
lowered until the temperature of the engine coolant, the 
lubricants and the air inside the:vehicle are stabilized at 
-.3 °C ! 1 °C 
' . 
The steam generator shall be placed with its outlets in the 
median plE1.ne of the vehicle at a height of 580 mm + 80 mm 
above the 11R11 point of the driver's seat. It shali normally 
be· placed" immediately behind the front seat backrest; wi ~li 
the seat back, if adjustable; set at the prescribed angle. 
Where the design of the vehicle preclud~s this, the generator 
nay be placed in front of the b~ckrest, in the nearest-r:on-
venient position to that mei;~:t;.o.~~q abqve. ·. '· · 
After the generator has oeen operating for five .minutes in• 
side the vehicle, one or t~o observers shall enter the front 
of t:.te vehicle and tht~ output of the ·generator shall be 
reduced by ·70 + ·5 g/h for each observer. 
··~ . - - . 
One minute after the observer or observers have entered the 
vehicl..a, the engine shall be started as ·indicated by the 
manufacturer. The test period shall be reckoned from the 
tiul·e when the· engine il~· started.. • • • · 
6.2.7.1. Throughout the ~est the engine shall run 
• 6.2.7.1.1. at a speed not exceeding 50 per cent of the speed correspond-
ing ta its maximum power. output; moreover·, 
r •' 
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6.2.7a1.3. the vehicle denister controls shall be set as recommended 
by the vehicle manufactu:rer for the t(;st temperature; 
6.2.7.1.4, the battery shall be fully charged; 
6.2.?.1.5- the voltage ~t the terminals ef the demisting device may be 
not wore than 20 per cent above the nominal rating of the 
system. 
6,.2,..Ro A+. t:r e e11.d nf "tlJe teFJt 1 the demiAt pllttern !31'> all be recorded~ 
(7.) 
(8.) 
(9.) 
( 1·),.) 
(11.) 
( 12.) 
... 11? • 
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ANNEX II 
PROCEDURE FOI: DETERHINING TiiE "H" POINT AND THE ACTUAL SEAT-BACK ANGLE 
AND FOR VERIFYING THE:LR RELATIONSHIP TO THE "R" PJINT AND 
1.2. 
1.2.1 .. 
1.2.2. 
1.4. 
THE DESIGN SEAT-BACK ANGLE 
DEFINITIONS 
The 11H11 point~ which indicates the poRition of a seated occu-
pant in the passenger compartme!~ l 1 is the trace 1 in e. lonsi tu-
dinal vertical plane, of the the~retical axis of rotation be-
tween the legs and the torso of a human body represented by 
the manikin describt:d in item 3 below. 
The "R" point or nseating reference point" is the reference 
point specified by the manufactu.cer which 
has co-ordinates determined in relation to the vehicle structure; 
corresponJs to the thaoreticol position of th0 point of torso/ 
legs rotation ("H" point) for the lowest and most rearward normal 
dri:ing position or position of ucie giv0n to each s~at provided 
oy the vehicle manufacturer. 
ttseat~back anglett means the inclination of the seat bac.k in re-
·latio~ to the verticale 
11Actua.l seat·~back angle" means the angle formed by the vortical 
th:!':'ough the "H" point w:.th tiJ.e torso re.feren:::e line of the 
human body represented by the manikin described in itom 3., >;·'~ ·::· .• 
11tesign se:at-back angle" means the angle prescribed by the manu-
facturer which 
'' . 
determines the scat-back angle for- the lowest and most rearward 
nor1:mJ.· driving position or position of use given to each seat 
by the vehicle manufactu~er; 
is formed at the 11 :211 point by th.e vertical and the to!·so refe-
rcncG line; and 
1.5.3. corresponds theoretically to the a~tu~.l seat-back angle. 
!.· 
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2. DETEREINATION OF 11H11 POINTS: AND· ACTUAL SEAT-BACK ANGLES 
2.1. An "H" point and an "actual seat-bnck angle" shall be deter-
mined for each seat provided by tho manufacturer. If the seats· 
in the same row can be regarded as similar (bench seat, identi-
cal seats, etc.), only one "H" point and one 11 actual seat-back 
angle'' shall be determined for each row of see.ts, the manikin 
described in item 3· b~l.ow bei.ng seat~d in a place regarded as 
reprusentative for the row. This place shall be : . 
2 .1 .. 1. in the ce.se of the f:~·vnt ·row, the driver 1 s seat; 
2.1.2. in the case of th.;: rear row or rows,. an outer seat, 
2.2. When ar. "Hn point and an 11 actuai seat-back angle 11 are being 
determined, the seat considered shall be ·pla;~~d in the lowest 
and most re~ward normal driving position or position of use 
provided for- it by t:- e manufacturer, The sent bac.k shall if 
'its inclination is adjustable be lacked ~s specified by the 
manufacturer or in the absence of any specification to an 
actucl seat-back angle of as nearly as possib:I:e. 25° from the 
VGrticD.l. 
DESCHIPTION OF TliE MANIKIN 
A three-dimensional manikin of a weight. -and contour dorrespond-
ing to those of an adult male of average height shall be used. 
Such a mani~in is de~icted in figures 1 and 2 of th~ appendix · 
to this annex .. 
The oanikin shall comprise : 
two components, one simulating the back and the other' th'e seat 
of the body, pivoting on an axis representing the axis of rota~ 
tion between· the tcrso and t'he thigh. The trace of this ax:ts 
·.en the side of the rr.anikin ·is the ·~anikin 1 s "H'' point; 
two components pimulating .the legs and .pivotally at.tached t_o 
the·eomponcnt simulating the seat; and 
two components simulating the feet and connected to the ~egs 
by pivotal j6ints simulating ankles. ' 
In addition, the com~onent simulating the sent of the body 
shall be provided with a ldvel enabling its transverse orienta-
tion to be verified • 
.. . 
3.4. 
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Body-segment weights shall be attached at appropriate points 
corresponding to the relevant ~entres of gravity~ so as to 
bring the total mass of the manikin up to about 75 kg-; 
Details of 'the variot.HJ weights are given in the tc.~">le on page 2 
of the appendix to ·this annex. 
The torso reference line of the manikin is taken into account 
by a straight line passing through the joint between the leg ar.d 
the pelvis and the theoretical ,joint between the neck and the 
thorax (see the appendix to this annex~ figure 1). 
4. SETTING UP THE MANIKIN ( 
The three-dil:'lensional man~kin shall be set up in the followitlg 
manner : 
4.1. the vell].cle sh3.l.l be pla(}ed on a horizontal plane and the seats 
adjusted as prescribed in item 2.2. abe>ve; 
4.2. the seat to be tested shall be cove:red with a piece .of cloth to 
fe1.cili tn.te co·:rect setting up of the manikin; 
4.3. the manikin shall be p~nced on the Syat ~oncerned, its pivotal 
axis being pe:-penJl.cular to t:H? 1ongi tudinal plane of symmetry 
oi the vehicJ_c; 
4~4. the feet of the llianikin shall be placed as follows ~ 
4.4.1. '£n the front seats, in such a way that the level v·erifying the 
transverse orientation o! the seat of the manikin is brought 
to the horizontal; 
4.4.2. in the rear Eeats, so far as possible in such a way as to be .i~ 
contact with the front seats. If the feet then rest on parts 
of the floor which are at different levels, the foot which first 
comes into contact with the front see.t shall serve as a reference 
point and the other foot shall be so arranged that the level 
enabling the transverse orientation of the seat of the nanikin 
to be verified·_is brought to the horizontal; 
4.4.3.- if the 11H11 point is ·being determined at a centre seat, the feet 
shall be placed one on eae-1: side of the tunnel; 
the w~ights shall. be placed on the thighs, the lcve~. verifying 
the transverse orientation of th~. seat of the manikin shall be 
brought to the horizontal, and the weights shcl.l be placed on 
the component r8presenting the seat of the manikin; 
- 19·-
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4.6. the manikin shall be moved away from the sent back by means of 
the knee-pivot bar ~nd th~ back of the mnnikin shnll be pivoted 
forwards. The.manikin shall be repositioned on the selilt of the 
v~hicle by being slid backwards on its seat until resistance is 
encountered, the back of the manikin then being replaced against 
the seat back; · 
4. 7. :a horizontal load of approximately 10 + 1 daH shall be etpplied 
to the manikin twice. The direction and point of application 
of th~ load are shown by a black arrow in figure 2 of the 
appendix; 
4.8. the weights shall be installed on the right a11d left sidea, and 
th·.;! torso weigh to shal: then be. placed in po:Jiti on. ·The trans-
verse level of the manikin shall be·kept .norizontal; 
4.9. the transverse level of the nanikin being k.ept.horizontal, the 
back of the manikin shell be pivoted forwards until the torso 
weights are above the flH" point. so as to eliminate <'.IlY friction 
with the seat beck; 
4.10 •. tha ~ack Qf the.mani~in shall be g~ntly moved rearwards so as 
to complete the· setting~ .. up ·operation. The transverst: l9vel of 
the manikin shall be horizontal. If it is not, the procedure 
described above shall be repeated. 
5· RI:SULTS 
5.1. When the manikin has been set up as described in item 4; •. , 
the· '!H'.' po:L,nt and the .actual seat-back angle of the vehicle 
seat considered are constituted by the t'H'' point and t.qe angle 
of j.nclination of the 1:1anikin' s torso reference line. 
· 5.2.. The c.o-ordinates of the "H" point in relc.tion to three mutually 
perpendicular planes, and the actual seat-back angle, shall be 
·measured for compariaon with the de~a supplied by the vehicle 
. manufacturer. 
6. VERIFYING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE ''R'~ AND "H" POINTS AND 
THE RELATIONSHIP B:::::TWEEN TRE' bES.IGN SEAT-BACK ANGLE AND THE 
ACTUAL &EAT~BACK.ANGLE 
' ' 6.1. The results of the measurements carried out in conformity with 
'item 5.2 .• for the 11H" point and the actual seat-back angle shall 
be·oompared with.the co-ordinates of the "R" point l;l~d the 
design seat-baqk angle as supplied by the vehicle manufacturer. 
6.2. 
... 20-
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The relative positions of the "R" point e.nd the "H" point and 
the relationship between the design seat-back angle and the 
actual seat-back angle shall be 0onsidered to be satisfactory 
for th0 seat in q,l•:·stion if the ''H" point t as ckfined by its 
co-ordinates, lies within a longitudinal rectangle whose hori-
zontal and vertical sides are 30 ~m and 20 mm long respectively 
and whose diagonals intersect at the "R" point, [md if the 
n.ctual seat-be.ck ar.e;le is within ~o of the des:gn seat-back 
anGle. 
6.2.1. If theso conditions are wet, the "R" point and the design 
zeat-back angle shell be used for the test and, if necessc.ry, 
the manikin chall be so adjusted that the "H" point coincides 
with the "R" po:!.nt and the actual seat-back angle coincides 
with the cesign seat-back angle. 
6.3. If the "H" point or the actual seat-back angle does not satisfy 
the requirements of item 6c2. , the 11H11 point or the e.ctual 
sel'\t-back angle shall be deterr..lined twice more (three times in 
all). If the results of two of these three operations satisfy 
the requirewents the results of the test shall be considered. rto 
b0 satisfactory. 
6.4. If at lc~ast two of the three test results do not s~tisfy the 
requirements of item 6.2., the result of the test shall be con-
sidered to be not s&tisfactory. 
If the si~uation described in item 6.4. ~riscsi or if 
verification cannot be effected because the manufacturer has 
fciled to supply inforrJation regarding the position of the "R" 
point or rega~ding the design seat-back angle, the average of 
the results o~ the three determinations may be used and be 
regarded as applicable in all cases where the "R" point or the 
design sea~-back angle is referred to in this Directive. 
}'or veri.f~ring the relative positions of the "R" point and the 
"H" point and. the relationship between the design seat-back 
angle end the actual seat-bacK angle in a seri~lly-p~oduced 
vehicle the rectangle referred to in item 6.2. sha~l be 
replaced by a sq'Uare of ~50 mm s:i.de and th€ al'i:t:~.tal seat ... b.;.ck angle 
shaJ.l not differ by more than ;1: 5° f,.·om the design seat-ba~k 
angle. 
...--- ..... ---------
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ANNEX III 
METHOD FOR DETER.l'UNING THE DIHENSIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VEhiCLE'S 
PRIMARY REFERENCE !"lARKS AHD THE THREE-DIMEHSIONAL REFERENCE SYSTEI'-'1 
1o RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REFERENCE SYSTEM AND VEHICLE'S PRIMARY 
REFERENCE MJ..RKS 
To verify cheracteristic internal and external di~ensions of a vehicle 
submitted for type-approval in accordance with this Dir0ctive, the 
relatiOI)Ship between the co-ordin<.tt.as fixed at the initial vehicle.;. 
design stage according to the three-dimensional reference system 
defined in item 2.3. of ~nnex ! and the positinns 0f the pri-
mary reference marks defined in :i.tem 2.4. of ~nnc:~~: I • h!:ll1 be':·. 
accurately established so that specific points on tne m~•~facturer's 
drawings can be located on an actual vehicle produced from those 
drawings. 
2. METHCD OF ESTJ..BLISliiNG THE RELATIONSHIP BET'NEEN THE REFERENCE SYSTEl1 
kND THE REFERSNCE MARKS 
To dcter"'1ine this relationship a ground reference plane is constructed, 
with graduated X and Y axes. One method of doing this is shown in 
figure 3 of the appendix to this annex. The refer8nce plane is a 
hard~ flat, level surface on which the vehicle stands, and on which 
two steel tape measures are firmly fixed. The tapes are graduated 
in millimetres and shall have a length of ot least 8 oetres for the X 
tape end 4 metres for the Y tape. The two tapvs are set at right 
angles· to each other and th<dr intl';;rsection is the "ground zero"• 
3· VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY 
4. 
To verify that the reference plane or test area is level it is ne-
cessary to establish the deviations along the X and the Y tapes at 
intervals of 250 mm from ground zero and to record the results obtained, 
so that corrections can be made when checl;:ing the vehicle. 
ACTUAL TEST ATTITUDE 
I4 order to take account of minor ch~1ges in suspension hGight, etc., 
it is necessexy to have a mea~s of bringing the reference marks back 
to the positions whose co-ordinates were fixed at the design stage. 
In addition, it shall be possible to make minor lateral and/or lon-
gi tudinc:.l adjustr:..ents to the vehicle 1 s position so as to plc:,c- e it 
correctly in reletior. to the reference plane., 
.~ -24 ... 
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5• RESULTS 
The v~hiqle having been correetJ~y placed relative to the reference 
systeci and in·its 'designed position, the position of the points 
necessa17 for studyJ.ng the forward visibility conditions can be 
read:!..ly determined. Methods of determining these may include the 
use of theodolites, light sources, shadow devices, or any other 
method which can be shown to give equivalent results. 
.. 
-.. 
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ANNEX IV 
--
PROCEDURE lt~Oit DETER~iiNING VISION AREAS ON WINDSCREENS OF VEHICLES OF 
CLASS M1 IN RELATio:-; TO THE "V" POINTS 
1. POSITIONS OF THE 11V11 POINTS 
1.1.. The position of thG "V" points in relation to the "R" point'·. as 
indi~ated by the X, Y and Z co-ordinates in the three-dimensional 
reference system, are shown in tables I and II. 
1.2. ~able I gives the basic co-ordinates for a design seat-back angle 
of 25°. The positive direction of the co-ordinates is shown in 
annex IIIt figure 1~ 
TABLE I 
"V!t POINT ! x.l y z 
....___ 
y1 68 mm - 5 mm 665 mm 
v2 68 rr..rn •. , 5 mm 589 mm ! ~-------------~-----------._ _________________ _..__.._-....~ 
1.3.1. Table II shows th8 furth8r corrections to be made to theOX an~ 
DZ -co-ordinatQs of ee.ch "V" point wh.en·. the design- seat.-back 'angle 
is not 25°. The positive direct~on of the co-ordinates is shown 
in annex III, figure 1. 
TABLE II 
Seat- Vertical I Seat Horizontal Vertical back Horizontal back 
co-ordinates co-ordinates co--ordinates co..:ordinates 
angle 
.t)X ~z angle 0 X ~ z (in °) 
• (in~ 
5 -186 mm 28 mm 23 - 17 mm 5 rnm 
6 -176 mm 27 mm 24 ' 
- 9 mm 2 ID1'1 
7 -167 mm 27 zr._~m 25 0 mm 0 mm 
8 
-157 mm 26 mm 26 9 r.un 
-
3 mm 
9 -147 mm ! 26 mm 27 17 mm - C) mm 
10 I -137 mm I 25 mm 28 26 mm 
-
8 l'iliD 
11 -128 mm 24 r.un 29 34 mm ·• 11 m.m 
12 -118 mm 23 mm 30 43 mm ·· 14 mr1 
13 -109 mm 22 mm 3~ 51 r.un - 17 mm 
14 
-
99 mm 21 mm 3? 59 mm - 21 mm 
15 
-
90 mm 20 mm 33 67 r.un - 24 mm 
16 
-
81 mm 18 mm 34 76 mm - 28 mm 
17 
-
71 mm 17 mm 35 84 mm - 31 mm 
18 
-
62 mm 15 mm .36 92 mm 
- .35 mm 
19 .. 
-
5.3 mm 1.3 mm 37 100 mm - .39 mm 
t~ - 44 mm 11 mm .38 107 mm - 43 mm 21 
-
.35 mm 9 mm .39 115 mm - 47 mm 
22 
-
26 mm 7 mm 40 123 mm -52 mm 
-
2. VISION AREAS 
• ~'3ft .. 
~ ~~ ..._.. XI/7176-E 
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2.16 Two vision e-reas shall be determined from the 11V11 points. 
2.2. Vision area A is the area on the apparent outer surface of the 
windscreen bounded by the following four planes extending forward 
from the 11V11 points (see appendix figure 1) 
- a vertical plane passing through 11V1" and nv2 u and inclined at 1.3° to th.t:l left of the' X axis; 
a plane parallel to the Y axis p~;~.ssing through 11V1
11 and inclined 
upwards at 3° f=on the X axis; 
a plane parallel to the Y axj s passing through "V 2 11 and inclined downw.ards at 1° from the ·X axis; .and 
-'a vertical· p"lane· passing through 11 V1" and 
11V2 " and inclined at 20~ to the right-of the X axis~ 
2.}. Vision area B is the area of the outer ·surface of the windscreen 
which is -more than 25 mm from the outer ed·ge of the transparent 
area and is bound:ed ·by •the intersect.io.r;Lof the following four planes 
with the outer surface of the winds~reen (see "a.ppendix, figure 2) a 
- a plane inclined upward from the X axis at 7° 9 passing phrough 
· .
11V1
11 and. parallel to _the Y. axi~i- . ·' 
. . . 
... a plane inclined downward from the X axis ·at 5°, pa:ss'ing through 
"V .... " and parallel to the Y axis; 
e::. 
~-_a '!.~rtical plane passi1'g. thl'Bl:tgll "V1
11 and 11V2
11 and forming an angle 
of .1_7° 'wi·_t.Yi' th~ X axis·!~ .: .... i.J 
.. a plane symmetrical with respect to tho- former plane in relation 
·to the loz{gitudinal. median plan.e of th.a vehicle. 
.. ' ,~ . 
(*) 
(**) 
(**¥.-) 
Fi~e 1 
-VISIO~f .Ar"SA A 
'!'race of longitudinal plane o! sy::-.=1etry of ve.h.icle 
'!'race of vertical plar1e passir.e t:b..=ough "R" 
Trace of vertical plane passing t!-.roU£}1 "V 11 and 11 ii " 
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VISION A.~. B 
!race or loneitudinal plan: ~r s~etrj of vehicle 
Trace of lone;it~din.."\1 plan~ passing through "R" 
Trace or lon&i tudir.al plane passing th=ollbh :.v ,, 1 
and ·uv ': 
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ANNEX V 
STEAM GENERATOR 
The steam generator us~d for the teat shall have the following 
characteristics : 
a) the water container shall have a r.upacity ~f at least 2.25 l; 
b) the heat loss at boiling point phall not exceed ?5 W in an 
ambient temperature of -3 °C +I ii°C; 
_, 
c) the fan shall have a capacity o~· 0.07 tQ 0.10 m3 /min at ' 50 F'\. 
static pressure; · 
d) six steam outlet holes of 6.5 mm diameter shall be provided round 
the top of the generator; , 
e) the generator shall be calibrated at -3 :J ~,°C to give readings 
for each ?0 g/h + 5 g/h output up to a maxil'l'lum of 11n 11 times this 
figure, where "n" is the number of seating positions designated by 
the manufaoturero 
Diagram of steam generator 
air + air + t~tGam 
.. 
steam 
....... - .... ~ "· -
,11 ""---- / 
-···· .... /. /. 
' 
• · .... .,.ater . . , . ,. 
.. , .. 
I. 
DISPEilSION CltAYwER 
NOZZLE 
INSULATED CO)'ITAINEH 
HEATING EU:!NEHT 
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Dimensions and charact8ristics of steam g~ncrato~ 
-- -
Component Dimensions Material 
-
" 
- -
Nozzle (a) length 10 cm Brass 
(b) inside diameter 1.5 cm 
I 
Dispersion I (a) length 1'1.5 cm Brass pipe of cha.'lbGr I (b) l(mgth 7-5 •.J.38 cm mm (c) 6 holes of 0.6,3 cm wall thiclr...ness 
I evenly spaced 2.5 cm above bottom of the chamber 
' ! i 
-.}#-
.(Naximull format A4 ~210 x 297 mm) 
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Name of 
aoministrat;_on 
Annex to the EEC vehicle type-approvR1 certificate with regard to the 
windscreen defr0sting ani demisting systems (Article 4 \2) and .~;'\.rti::;le 
,0 of' the' Council Directic,re N° 70/156/EEC on the approximation of the 
laws of the Member States relating to the. type-approval of motor vehicles 
and thGir trailers) 
Type-approvcil 1~0 ••••••••••••• 
1. Trade nam~ or mark of the vehicle ., ............................ . 
2. Vehicle type ••••••••·••••••••••••••••,••••••••••·••••••••••••••• 
3• M~ufa~turer 1 s name ar.d address ...... " .............................. . 
owtet .. ••••············'-'·······••coeeeeeete•eteteeeeeeeee••·······~~· 
~:-. rJhe~e e.pplicablc, nan:e and address of manufe.cturer 1 s authorized 
rop~es~ntattve •••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••· ••••••••••• 
5• Brief description of the vehicle ••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • "' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. t " 
6. Nui::lber of s~ats ........... ~ ......................... ~ ............ . 
7. Brief description of defrosting and denisting systems ••••••••••• 
........................................................... " ••••• 8 ••• 
•••••••••••~••••••.,••••••"~•••••••••••••••••••••••o••"•••••••••••,. 
8. Rated voltage of electrical installation •••••••••••~···••••••••• 
9. Chcxacteristics of windscreen ~ 
·laminated/toughened '(!E; · 
thicknf!ss of component parts ••••••• 0 Inrn 
10. Particulars of windscrec~ mounting ••••••••••••••••••••••···~···~ 
••••••••••••••••••~••••••,••••••••••••••••c•••••••••••••••·-•o.,••• 
............ ,.,,. ....................... ~······~··(·~··················· 
"t1. Identification date for '':::1'1 :;;;oi:nt of driver • s designat~:;d seating 
position in relatio:1 to positio:1 of primary reference marko ...... 
•••••••••"'•*•••••••••••••••••••••~o)•••••••••••o••••e••••••••••••• 
•••••••e••••••••••1l••••••••••••llf••••••\"••.,••tt•••••••• .. ••••••••••• 
(~) Strike out what does not apply. 
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12. Identificetion, location and relatiYe positions of ~~ary reference 
mru-ks .................. , .. (' ............. ~·····$·····,.··········,.., .... .. 
.......................... ., ...... ~ ........ _. .............. , ..... ., ..... . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••s-•••••••••••••~~•••••••••••••••u•••~•••••••••• 
1). Date on which vehi~le submitted for type-approval •••••••••••••••••• 
14-•c Technical ·ser•1i0e ~onduct:.i.ng type-~pprovo.l tests ••••••• , , ••••••••• ~ 
•••••••••••••••• •••••c••-••.,•••••••••••• ... •••••-••••••••••o•••'-'•••••• 
15. Date of test report issued by that servic0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16 •. ,N·.unber .of tas~ report issued by that service ••••••••••••• , •••••••• !,.. 
1.'7 4 Type-appronW. in respect o.t' windscreen defros ~ing and der.listing 
systems is granted/refused (~) 
i8., Place •. -. ....• • . .- •.. , ............ ; e ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
19-s Date • ...• • •• • •• • •.. • •, • .••...•••.• • ..•.•••. • .••....... • ..• • • • • • • • • • 
2.0 ~ S~gnatu~"'e •• ~ t') ••••• o •• , • lil ••••••••••••••• 3 • ............. o ••••••••••• , ••• 
. 
Z!. The following documents, bearing -the type-approval number ·shown above, 
are annexed to this communl.cation : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
····~···············~··········· 
···················"·········<~'·• 
diL1ensional drawingc 
exploded view or photograph of the 
I>'assenger eompartnent .. 
characteristics of th<:: d~frosti1~g 
system 
chara~teristics of the demisting 
system 
______ .,... _____ _ 
(•) Strike out what does not apply. 

PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
OH THE APPROXIMATION OF THE LAWS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
RELATING TO THE INTERIOR FITTINGS OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
(ID~TITIFICATION OF CONTROLS, TELL-TALES A~~ INDIC~TORS) 
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
I. General 
The Chapter on the arrangement and identification of controls E~so 
f0rms part of the procedure for the Community type approval of 
motor vehicles and of their trailers covered by the Council Direc-
tive of 6 February 1970 (1). This proposal of directive concerns 
in part~cular the·requirements for the identification of controls, 
t&l:! ... tales and indicators and shows in the annexes the symbols to be 
used. Rowever, for two symbols (the symbol of the tell-tale si-
gnalling a defect in the braking system and that of the parking 
brru~e control and tell-tale) the Commission's group of experts on 
"Hot or Vehicles" felt that these were not yat re:presentati ve enough 
and that it would be better to complete this directive once an 
agreement has been made on an. international'framework broader than 
the Community. 
l·'!:oreover, in drafting this proposal, the Commission based itself 
on the work accomplished in this field by the Economic Commission for 
Europe in Geneva and by the International Standard Organization (ISO). 
AS far as trade is concerned• this is bound to offer an additional 
advantage, as a very large number of States are represented in these 
organizations. 
II. Co~~ents on thej2roposal for a directive 
Its scope covers all motor vehicles having at least four wheels and 
a maximum design speed in excess of 25 km/h (Article 1)o 
Article 2 incorporates the requirements relating to the identification 
of controls, tell-tales and indicators in the EEC type approval pro-
cedure. 
Since at the moment some new Member States do not operate their own 
type approval procedure it is necessary to lay down provisions enabling 
vehicles complying with the requirements of the Directive (Article 3) 
(2) to be used in those Member States. 
(1) OJ No L 42, 23 February 1970. 
(2) OJ No 1 73 of 27 March 1972 "Documents concerning the accession to the 
Europcro1 Comr~unities of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland" .. 
Act concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments to the 
Treaties - Annex I, Title X. 
Article 4 lays down the procedure for adapting the requirements set 
out in the annexes to technical progress. This procedure is set out 
in ~xticle 13 of the Council Directive.of 6 February 1970 on the type 
approval of motor vehicles and.of their trailers •. 
Article· 5 provides_ for two cie'adlines : before e:ll.-piry of the first 
deadline the Member States shall adopt and publish th~ measures ne-
cessary in order to oooply with the Directive. The second.deadline 
determines the date on which all the Member States must simulta-
.neously implement the common rules (Article 5, "(1)). · 
Finally1 the Commission must be informed, within reasonable tit1e 1 of 
any draft.provision drawn up by.the Member States in the field covered 
by the Direc'!:;ive, since s1,4ch .. information will enable the Commission to .. 
prepare any comments on the draft considered necess~y (Article 51 (2)). 
CONSULTATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMR~T AND OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
COMHITTEE 
The opinion of b . )th these bodies is required as laid down ill the pro• 
visions of ArtiGle 100, (2). 
·'. 
• 
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THE COT]ITCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CmOOTNITIF.S t 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community• 
and in particular Article 100 thereof; 
Havi.ne; regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to tha Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee; 
Whereas the technical requirements which motor vehicles must satisfy pur-
suant to national law relate inter alia to the identification of.con• 
trols, tell-tales and in<iic.ators; 
Whereas these requiremcmts differ from one Member State to anoth~r; wherec:tn 
it is therefore necessary that all Nember States adopt the same require-
menta either in addition to or in place of their existing l~e~in 
order, in particular to allow tl:le EEC type-approval procedure, which was 
the subject of Cou~cil Directive N° 70/156/EEC of 6 February 1970 on 
the approxj_mation of the laws of the Member Stq_tes ·relating to the type-
approval of motor. vehicles and the·ir trG~ilers (lJ, to be applied in respect 
of each type of ve.hicle.; · · · · · 
Wheruas it is appropriate to utilize basically certain technical require-
ments adopted by the UN Economic Co~mission for Europe in its Regulation 
N° ••••• (Uniform provisions concerning the approval of vehicles with 
regard to the identification of controls, tell-tales and indicators) (2) 
which i13 'annexed to the ·Agreement of 20 Harch 19.58 concerning.the adoption 
of md.form conditions of approval and reciprocal recognition of approval 
for notor vehicle equipment and par·ts; 
Whereas it will be necessary, at th6 appropriate time, to supplement this Directive 
with certain requirements concerning symbels of the tell-tale signalling a 
defect in the braking system and qf the parkl.ng-brE\k·~ control and tcll-
talef 
C1) OJ N° L 42, 23.2.1970, P• 1 
· (2) ECE document from Geneva •••••• 
- 2 .... : ... 
Whereas apprexillatien ef the national laws relating to motor vehicles inolues the 
autual recognit~on ·oy Membe:r States of the tests carried out by 
each of them on the basis of the commen requirements; whereas, for suoh a syste11 
te function successful~, these requirements must be applied by all Member States 
with e~fect from th~ same date, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE : 
Article 1 
For the purpose of this Directive, "vehicle" means any motor vehicle 
intended for use on the road, having at least four wheels and a maximum 
design speed exceeding 25 km/h, with th~ exception of v~hicles which run 
on rails, agricultural tractors and machinery and public works vehicles. 
Article 2 
~
No Member State m~ refuse to grant EEC type-approval or national type-
• approval of a vehicle on grounds relating to the identification' of con-
trols, tell-tales and indicators, if they satisfy the requirements laid 
down in Annexes I, II, III a~d_IV hereto. 
Article 3 
No Hember State may· refus.e to register or· prohibit .the sale·, e-ntry 
into scr.vic·e or ;use of any vehicle on grounds relating to ·.the. identif;i.•, 
cation of controls, tell-tales· and indicators if·they satisfy the 
requirements laid down in Annexes I, II, III and IVherete. 
Article 4 
The amendments necessary to adapt the provisions of Annoxes·I, 
I.L, :nr. Iv ·and V to take adcount· of technical progress· shall be 'adopted 
in accordance w:i:-th .the 'procedu-re 'laid· down. i'n Article 13 of Council 
Directive N° ?0/156/EEC of 6 February 19?0. · 
~~ 
1. Member States shall adept and publish by 1 Januar,y 1978 the 
provisions necessary to comply with this Directive and shallforthwith 
inform the Commission thereofo They shall apply these pro-
visions ~th effect from 1 Januar,y 1960. 
2. After notification of this Directive, the Member States shall take steps to 
info,m the Commission 1 in sufficient time for it to submit its comments, of 
any draft laws, regulations or administrativ-e previsions which they intend 
to adopt in the field covered by this llirective. 
Article 6 
1his Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
ANNEX I 
ANNEX II 
ANNEX III 
ANID;x IV 
ANNEX V 
LIST OF ANNEXES 
l Scope, definitions, application for EEC type-approval, 
EEC type-approval, specifications (~). 
: Controls, tell-tales and indicators for which, when fit-
ted, identificatio~ is mandatory and symbols to be used for 
that purpose (w). 
l Controls, tell-tales and indicators for which, when fit-
ted, identification is optional, and symbols mandatory 
for their identification where it is contemplated (•)• 
: Construction of the basic pattern for the symbols shown 
in annexes II and III (•). 
t Annex to the EEC vehicle type-approval certificate with 
regard to the identification of controls, tell-tales and 
indicatorso 
(;a).The technical requirements of this Annex are basically similar to 
those of UN Economic Commission for Europe Regulation N° •••••••••t 
in particular the sub-divisions of the sections are the same. Where 
ru1 item of Regulation ••••••••• has no corresponding item in this 
Annex, the number is shown in brackets for the record. 
- 2 -
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AN1TEX I. 
-·---
SCOPE, DEFINITIONS, APPLICATION FOR EEC TYPE-APPROVAL, 
. . 
EEC TYPE-APPROVAL, SPECIFICATIONS 
1. SCOPE 
This Directive applies to motor vehicles with regard to the iden-
tification of manual controls, tell-tales and indicators. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
(2~1) 
.. 2.4. 
2.6. 
2.8. 
For the purposes of this Directive : 
"":ehicle type" means motor vehicles·which do not differ in respect 
of the internal arrangements whi~h·may affect the identification 
of symbols for controls, tell-tales and indic.ators; 
"control" means that part of a device which enables t~1e driver to 
bring about a change in the state or functioning of a vehicle; 
"on/off swJ.t~" means a device by which the supply to. an electri-
cal circuit can be connected or cut off; 
"sc,ector switchn means a device by which the supply of electric 
current can be-transferred from one of two circuits to the other 
without any possibility of disconnexion between the two positions; 
"£9,pbined on/off-selector switch" means a multi-funct:t..on device 
which on first being actuated or put into position operates as 
an on/off switch and on each of the subsequent occasions whcri it 
is actuated or put into position operates as a selector switch; 
"indicator" means a devicP. which presents information on the func-
tioning-or situation of a system ·Or part of a system, for example 
a fluid level; 
Utell-tale 11 means an o:ptical signal which indicates the actuation 
of a device·~ correct or defective functioning or condition, or 
failure to function; 
Usymbol" means a diagram identifying 
tell-tale or an indicator; 
a control, a 
2.11. 
2.12. 
2.13. 
2.1.5. 
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"master li~hJ..ing sw~" means a switch connecting or cutting 
off the supply of electric current to the lights and light 
signalling devices of the vehicle; 
"E_atter_;y_ .E,.h·arging _indic~" means a device showing whether the 
buttery is being charged or not; 
'tpattery ch~'1£~n5 tell-~" means a signal which when alight 
indicates that the battery is not being charged; 
ttfuel-level indicator" means a device which presents information 
.on the amount ·of fuel in the tank; 
"fuel level tell-tole" means a signal which when alight indicates 
tha~ovel is close to zero or that the vehicle is run-
ning on its fuel reserve; 
tlen;gine coolant temperature indi;,cator" means a device which pre-
sents information on the temperat.ure of the cool~t; 
nsn,gine coolant tempera~e tell-tale" means a signal which when 
alight indicates that the temperature of the engine coolant is 
above the normal engine running temperature prescribed by the· 
manufacturer; 
11oil ,;pressure indicator." means a device which presents inforrna,. 
tion on the pressurE: of the oil in the engine lubrication 
circuit; 
"oil press1.u~e tell-tale" means a signal which wlien alight indi• 
oatcs that the oil pr~ssure in the ep.gine lubrication circuit 
:is below the normal oper.ating limit prescribed by the manu-
. faoturer; 
".~~ety ... b..:.lt tell-tale" means a signal which when alight v1arns the 
occupant of a seat that the buckle of his belt is. not locked. 
APPLICATIO~ FOR EEC TY~E-APP~OVAL 
The application for type-approval of a vehicle type with regard 
to the identification-of ~ontrols, tell-tales and ·indicators 
shall be· submitted by the.vehicle manufacture~ or by· his agent. 
It shall be accompanied by the following documents in triplicate 
and by the ~allowing Particulars : 
drawings, on an appropriate scale and in sufficient detail, of 
the parts of the vehicle to which the requir~ments of this 
Directive are considered to apply and of the symbols referred 
to in Item .5 below. 
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3.3. A vehicle representative of the type to be approved or such 
part or parts of the vehicle as are considered to be necessar,y 
for carrying out the checks and tests prescribed by this Direc-
tive shall be submitted to the technical service responsible for 
conducting the type-approval tests. 
4. EEC TYPE-APPROVAL 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
4.3. A forr.1 conforming to the model shown in Annex IV shall be attached 
to t~e EEC type-approval certificate. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
5 .1.2. 
5-2~1. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
General specifications 
The controls, tell-tales and indicators listed in Annex II 
shall be identified by symbolse The symbols shall be those 
indicated in the said Annex. 
If symbols are used for identifying the controls, and tell-
tales listed in Annex III, such symbols she.ll be in conformity 
with those indicated in the said .tumex. 
Sy!nbols other than those shown in Annexes II and III may be 
used for other purposes, provided that there is no danger cf 
confusion with those shown in the said Annexes. 
Characteristics of the Symbol~ 
The symbols prescribed in Item 5.1.1. above shall be identifia-
ole, from his seat, by a driver with normal eyesight. 
The symbols prescribed in Items 5.1.1. and 5.1.2. shall be on 
or close to the controls, tell-tales and indicators. 
• (6.) 
(7.) 
(8.) 
- ~ 5 -
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. ' 
The symbols shall stand out clearly against the backGround, 
being either light on a dark background or dark on a light 
background. 
The colours used for tell-tales shall be those prescribed in 
l..l1nex II. 
....... 
-
'' 
' ' ' 
- 6 -
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ANNEX II 
CONTROLS t TELL-TALES AND INDICATORS FOR WHICH, WHF.N FITTED 
IDENTIFICATION IS MANDATORY, AND SYMBOLS TO BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE 
Notes 
a) The interior of the symbol may be entirely in a dark colour. 
b) If the tell-tales for the left and right direction indicators are 
sepexate, the two arrows of the symbol may also be used separately. 
c) The dark part of this symbol may be replaced by its outline, in 
which case the portion shown here as white shall be entirely in a 
dark colour. 
d) If the control is not separate, it may be identified by one or more 
symbols indicating its different functions. 
e) If the indicator and tell-tale are combined, one symbol may be used 
for both. 
• 
































